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Quality circles originated in Japan in the early 
1960s as part of a drive for quality and a critical 
need to overcome a reputation for cheap, poorly made 
goods. Merging behavioral theories with the quality 
control sciences introduced in Japan, W. Edwards Deming 
and J.M. Juran created a system called quality control 
circles. Quality circle techniques have been taught to 
and applied by the Japanese work force with an estimated 
one million quality circles active in Japan today. These 
groups are considered a major contributor to Japan's 
present status as a leader in both quality and productivity~ 
Quality circles were first introduced in the 
United States in 1970 by Lockheed Aircraft, a large 
manufacturing company. The success of the Lockheed 
program, combined with the company's enthusiasm in 
publicizing and promoting its implementation process 
and results, encouraged other American companies to 
adopt the participative process. 
By 1985, quality circle activity in North America 
had increased to the point where more than 90% of Fortune 
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500 firms reported quality circles (Piczak, 1988). This 
represents an increase of more than 100% in the number of 
quality circles since 1982. The International Association 
of Quality Circles reported in 1985 that approximately 40 
percent of those corporations listed on the NYSE have insti-
tuted some form of a quality circle strategy (Smelter and 
Kedia, 1985). This growth of quality circles continues 
today with more teams being introduced successfully into 
service industries. This is particularly significant be-
cause the service industries represent the majority of the 
work force. Encouraged by success in the manufacturing 
sector, organizations are expanding their circle efforts 
to their office and technical areas. 
Before looking at how quality circles function in 
the technical environment, one should be familiar with 
the basis from which a quality circle operates. 
Quality Circles are voluntary teams of employees that 
meet regularly, generally for an hour each week, to· 
discuss and analyze problems, recommend solutions, and 
take corrective action when they have the authority to 
do so. 
In order to ensure that this discretionary time is 
well used, both leaders and members receive training in 
problem solving and meeting management skills. The idea 
is to get the people closest to the actual work helping 
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SURVEY OF LITERATURE 
Current Evaluation Research 
The majority of studies constituting the quality 
circle evaluation literature are, at best, seriously 
flawed and, at worst, potentially misleading (Steel and 
Shane, 1986). The quality circle evaluation literature 
is generally weak when compared to other field research 
domains such as job redesign, survey feedback, and goal 
setting. This observation is not designed to malign the 
competencies of the investigators who performed these studies. 
Rather, it refers to a set of design constraints to which 
much evaluation research is prone, and which are, unfort-
unately, highly manifest in the quality circle evaluation 
literature. 
Evaluation studies on quality circle program 
"effects'' have for the most part, constituted two 
principal genre of scientific inquiry. One set of 
evaluation reports consists of the anecdotal appraisals 
and cost savings data offered by program sponsors as 
evidence of program accomplishments (Bryant & Kearns, 1981; 
Takeuchi, 1981; Yager, 1981). Such reports frequently 
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provide estimates of anticipated savings rather than 
actual cost reductions and make optimistic assumptions 
regarding the productive utilization of work time 
stemming from labor-saving efficiencies. Therefore, 
the findings of such reports must be viewed with some 
measure of caution. This study improves over these earlier 
studies because the tangible costs and savings are based 
on actual values when they were incurred and not on pro-
jections. 
Quality circles have also been subjected to more 
conventional evaluative research (Nicholas, 1979). These 
studies are distinguished from the preceding type of 
investigation by their employment of control groups and/or 
longitudinal designs including some form of baseline or 
pretreatment measurement. This "controlled research" genre 
of quality circle investigation typically has flaws related 
to one or more design limitations such as no statistical 
analysis, small sample size, short interval, no baseline 
measure, or high experimental mortality. This study 
should be better because there is sufficient sample size 
to allow statistical analysis, and the data extends over 
a two year period which is a reasonable time interval. 
Pretest-posttest designs have also been utilized to 
evaluate quality circle programs (Donovan & Jury, 1983; 
Hunt, 1981; Novelli & Mohrman, 1982). These designs provide 
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no reliable controls for Hawthorne or novelty effects, a 
source of bias often linked to programs of this type. 
Studies which aggregate data and employ groups as 
the unit of analysis frequently must contend with small 
sample size and insufficient statistical power. Several 
quality circle evaluation studies had this limiting cond-
ition in common (Steel et al., 1982, Harper & Jordan, 1982). 
As mentioned earlier, this study does not have these limit-
ations. 
Some studies have evaluated quality circles in "white 
collar'' work settings (Donovan, 1986). Many of these 
studies focus primarily on the comparison of quality circle 
performance against non-quality circle performance and 
investigate the many variables that result in success or 
not, but none have made a direct comparison of technical 
versus non-technical circles. This investigation will 
compare performance of quality circles composed of technical 
professionals versus quality circles without technical 
professional members. This comparison of technical "white 
collar" quality circle participation to the non-technical 
circles should provide some additional knowledge about the 
performance of teams composed primarily of members who 
were already skilled in problem solving. The technical 
professional is already trained in doing detailed analysis 
of problems and formulating solutions, but the effectiveness 
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of the "team" effort between categories should provide 
evidence as to the benefit of pooling this talent. 
The advantages of this study include the two year time 
interval and large sample size. This study will use data 
from 127 quality circle teams in 1989, and 117 teams in 1988 
to provide sufficient sample size to allow statistical compar-
ison. The tangible costs and savings associated with the 
team performance are based on actual values when they were 
incurred and not on projections. This should provide more 






The intent of this research report is to investigate 
the hypothesis that quality circles in the technical/ 
professional environment are not as effective as quality 
circles in other areas. This hypothesis is based on the 
theory that many of the attributes of quality circles 
already exist in the work environment of the technical/ 
professional. These attributes include: 1) training in 
problem solving, 2) having discretionary time to work on 
problems, 3) improved visibility with management, and 
4) selecting problems to work on. Most technical profess-
ionals are already trained to solve problems, their normal 
job duties include solving problems. They already have a 
certain amount of discretionary time, and often interact 
with management on a routine basis. Management is calling 
on the technical professional to solve problems and develop 
solutions with frequent interchange occurring almost on a 
daily basis. 
Since the technical professional already works in an 
environment that provides many of the virtues associated 
with quality circles, and since the technical professional 
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is used to working in a highly competitive, individualistic 
environment and is not accustomed to team dynamics utilized 
in quality circles, it is anticipated that the benefits of 
quality circle participation will not be as great when 
compared to the non-technical environment. One could 
raise the counter argument that since technical profess-
ional persons are more familiar with and possess more of 
the quality circle attributes, then should these quality 
circles be more effective than the non-technical circles? 
I do not believe this to be the case, because the motivation 
factor for the technical professional is much weaker when 
compared to the non-technical person. 
Quality circles are present in practically every work 
group throughout the company in this study. There are teams 
in human resources, marketing, controllers, tax, treasury, 
and accounting which represent most of the non-technical 
members. In addition there are many teams in the operating 
units of the company that have anywhere from no technical 
members to 100 per cent technical members on a team. 
Method 
This research is based on evaluating data from a 
major energy company who has had quality circle teams 
in operation since 1981. Data has been obtained on the 
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performance of all quality circle teams of the company 
for the years 1986 through 1989. There is insufficient 
data to properly classify the team members in 1986 and 
1987 so these two years were excluded from the study. 
All data is provided in Tables II, III, and IV in 
Appendix A. In 1989, 127 quality circle teams were used 
in the data base and in 1988, 117 teams were included. 
If a team did not have a reported cost for the year, then 
this team was excluded because it was not in operation 
during that time period. Some teams that were in operation 
in 1988 were not operating in ~989, and conversely, some 
teams operating in 1989 were not operating in 1988. 
subjects 
The technical professional was defined as a degreed 
graduate of at least four years in a technical curriculum 
which includes engineering, computer science, geology, 
mathematics, physics, or chemistry. With this definition, 
each member on a team was classified and then each team 
composition was known. Several teams in the organization 
were excluded from the study because of the inability to 
classify the team membership. The diversity of the members 
job functions was considerable. The non-technical members 
included clerical staff, technicians, accountants, mechanics, 




The tangible savings were obtained from calender year 
reports for 1989 and 1988 from the subject energy company. 
These reports provided annual costs and gross savings 
associated with each team. From this data, the net savings 
for each team was calculated. In addition, the total net 
savings was ratioed to the total costs. This Savings/Cost 
ratio was used as another indicator of overall performance. 
The mean for the net savings per team and per member was 
then calculated. The focus was primarily on the team 
performance and therefore the savings per member was not 
explored any further. 
In addition to the tangible savings, another set of 
data was used based on survey data from quality circle 
team members. This data was obtained for the years 1983-
1985. This survey data was designed to measure and evaluate 
changes in communications, teamwork, attitudes, morale, and 
job satisfaction resulting from employee involvement in 
quality circle participation. The responses on the question-
naires were weighted on a scale with the top value being 
a +2 corresponding to "great improvement", and a bottom 
value of -2 corresponding to a "much worse" response, with 
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a O response indicating essentially no change. The complete 
set of data for the questionnaire can be found in Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Tangible Savings 
The principal independent variable in this study is 
the technical/professional team versus the non-technical 
team. The Technical quality circle teams consisted of any 
team which had 75 per cent or more of its members as 
technical/professionals as defined in Chapter III. 
It was felt that 75 per cent represented a high enough 
percentage to accurately reflect overall team performance 
being attributed to the technical team members. There were 
12 teams in 1989 and 8 in 1988 that were made up of 100 
per cent technical members. 
The Non-technical quality circle team is defined as 
having no technical/professional members. The final cat-
egory is the Mixed quality circle team and the teams that 
did not fit the other two categories fell into this 
classification. The Mixed teams had less than 75 per cent 
technical members, but at least one member was technical. 
Data was used for 1988 and 1989 for the tangible 
effectiveness evaluation. The summary of this information 
is shown in Table I. In 1989 there were 22 Technical, 31 
Mixed, and 74 Non-technical teams included in the evaluation. 
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In 1988 there were 17 Technical, 25 Mixed, and 75 Non-
technical teams included. 
TABLE I 
PERFORMANCE DATA FOR QUALITY CIRCLE TEAMS 
FOR 1988 AND 1989 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ave 
No. c~ ~embe~s ~eam ~et Savir.gs :osts ~ 
~ :n~Qh: illl :m ~~2m 2~r m~m~ 2~r t~am ~ 
7ech:iical ".'ea111s '.189 22 '.86 (92) 8.45 $259,464 $30.689 $7 ,459 34.79 
::33 17 '.45 '.90) 8.53 64,796 7 ,597 s,s:2 7.61 
1,1' ~ .. :Xeu reams '.989 31 246 (33) 7.94 93,106 11,733 8 ,963 10.39 
: 088 25 203 { 39) 8 .12 62,230 7 ,664 6 ,277 9.91 
~o~~Technica: :9g9 74 532 ( ~' , VJ 7.19 36 ,969 5,~42 4,905 7.54 
'.988 75 518 ( 0) 6.91 49,248 7 .:30 6,244 7 .89 
The net savings is based on gross savings minus the 
labor cost of team members, any training costs incurred, 
and any implementation cost required to achieve the savings. 
Tables II, III, and IV in Appendix A provide a listing on 
each team category from which the data has been summarized 
in Table I above. The labor cost vary depending upon the 
wages associated with the different members, but a typical 
range of values would be from $400 to $1200 per member per 
year. With average team size around 8 (See Table I), then 
the annual labor costs range from $3200 to $9600. 
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Implementation costs often are negligible, but can approach 
almost $100,000, depending on the particular problem being 
solved. Training costs are typically incurred during the 
first year the team goes into operation. This start up 
costs can result in several thousand dollars, but it is 
a one time cost usually charged to an organization and 
allocated to several teams that may be starting up. 
statistical Analysis 
As can be seen in the tables of Appendix A, the net 
savings has a very wide range of values. For example, the 
Technical teams had a range of -$12,705 to $2,526,884 with 
a mean of $259,464/team. The cost data did not vary quite 
as much with a range of $798 to $12705. The $798 ::igure 
is abnormally low because it reflects cost on a team that 
did not operate for the whole year. That points out one 
deficiency in using the data on an annual basis. Another 
descrepancy results when the annual costs are compared to 
the annual savings. Since the savings are not accounted 
for until the solution to a problem is implemented, consid-
erable costs can be accumulated against no savings. It 
would perhaps be better if some of the savings could 
somehow be prorated against the time and cost incurred in 
achieving the solution. Unfortunately, data was not avail-
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able to do this. 
A statistical comparison was made on the primary 
measures used in Table I. The means, standard deviation, 
variances, and Student's t-test are given in Table V below: 
TABLE V 
STATISTICAL COMPARISON FOR QUALITY CIRCLE 
TEAMS FOR 1988 AND 1989 
~echnical :eams !989 
:988 




MEANS 9E!NG TESTED 
MEAN STANDARD 
~et Savings Costs VARIANCE DEVIATION 
_.2~r t§~m 2~r t§am M~t ~aYi39§ Costs li§t Saying§ £2.w. 
259.464 7,459 4 .852 X 1011 7.530 X :06 696,547 2,744 
64,796 8,512 2.251 X 1010 9.765 X !07 150,032 9,882 
93.106 8,963 S.899 X 1010 3.7!5X1oa 242,885 :9.274 
62.230 6,277 : .997 X 1010 5.059 X 107 141,315 7,!13 
36,969 4,905 2.837 X 1010 1.649 X 107 !68,420 4,060 
49,239 6,244 3.854 X 1010 9.430 X 107 196,315 9,7!1 
SMALL-SAMPLE ::S~ STATISTIC FOR THE DIFFERENCE 
3E:WEEN TWO ~EANS 
!282 SaYiDS§ 1282 ~Q§t§ 1288 SaYiDS§ 1288 ~2§t§ 
Technical-Nontechnical 2.537 2.7e3 0.307 0.867 
:echnical-~ixed !.232 -).362 0.056 0.853 
Mixed-Nontechnical 1.359 : .732 0.305 0.016 
The above Student's t statistic values can be used to 
see if a difference exists between the means being tested. 
We want to test the null hypothesis Ho: <),'i,-~= 0 against 
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the alternative hypothesis Ha: (j.A,-}1 )f O • Using an o<. of 
. • z..: 
0.05, and since the degrees of freedom are greater 
than 29, the t.02s.ootaken from the statistic tables is 
equal to 1.960. Thus, the rejection values for the t 
statistic would bet< -1.960 and t > 1.960. Therefore, 
according to Table V, the only t statistic that falls 
into the rejection region of the null hypothesis is the 
savings and costs data comparison between the Technical 
and Non-technical teams in 1989. This shows sufficient 
evidence to indicate that the mean net savings and costs 
do differ between the Technical and Non-technical teams 
in 1989. 
The data from Table I does not support the hypothesis 
that quality circles in the technical/professional envir-
onment are not as effective as quality circles in other 
areas. In fact when looking at the net savings per team 
data, and comparing 1989 performance, the Technical teams 
savings exceeded the Mixed teams savings which in turn 
exceeded the Non-Technical savings. The same trend held 
in 1988, but the differences were much smaller. 
Another measure of performance which includes the 
overall costs is the Savings to Cost ratio (S/C ratio). 
In comparing the S/C ratio, the 1989 data as shown in 
Table I again shows the Technical team having a larger 
ratio (34.79) than the Mixed teams (10.39) which in turn 
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had a larger ratio than the Non-Technical teams (7.54). 
The 1988 S/C ratio data did not support this trend. The 
Technical team S/C ratio was 7.61, the Mixed team S/C 
ratio was 9.91, and the Non-Technical team S/C ratio was 
7.89. Even though the Technical teams had a smaller S/C 
ratio in 1988, their overall savings ($64,796/team) ex-
ceeded the savings from the Mixed teams ($62,230/team), 
and the Non-Technical teams ($49,248/team). This is not 
too surprising because the implementation costs to achieve 
the savings were higher for the Technical teams and as 
a result the total costs for the Technical teams ($8512/team) 
were larger than the Mixed teams ($6277/team) and Non-
Technical teams ($6244/team). 
In analyzing the data several interesting issues 
come to surface. There are fewer Technical teams (39 total) 
in the study than Non-Technical (149 total). This is 
probably consistent with the composition of the company 
work force, but no data is available to confirm it. 
Another reason there are more of the Non-Technical teams 
could relate to some of .the primary virtues of any quality 
circle program. It provides employees with the opportunity 
to have some discretionary time to solve problems directly 
impacting their work place. It trains employees in problem 
solving and meeting management skills, and it provides a 
communication channel with management that previously did 
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not exist. On the other hand, most all of the technical/ 
professional members already function in an environment 
that includes these traits outside of the quality circle 
program. Therefore their incentive to participate in the 
quality circle program is not as great, even though there 
is evidence that in 1989 the Technical teams out performed 
the Non-Technical teams. The probable reason for this 
comes from the fact that the technical member is working 
on problems that frequently involve millions of dollars, 
whereas the Non-Technical team, clerical members for ex-
ample, do not work on problems that have anywhere near 
the same potential savings. Some Non-Technical teams such 
as operations or production members do have significant 
potential, but when you look at the Non-Technical teams 
as a whole, the savings potential is reduced somewhat by 
the effects of some of the limited teams as mentioned above. 
In reviewing all of the quality circle data from 1986 
through 1989, it is apparent that the majority of teams 
only last for one to two years. Usually after a team is 
trained, it works on a problem or two and then its activity 
diminishes or the team ceases to exist. This is consistent 
with an earlier study (Collard & Dale,1985). Occassionally 
a team will not disband, but will go inactive for a while 
and then after a significant problem surfaces become active 
again. Quite often, the team membership will decline as 
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people transfer away, interest wanes, and teams which began 
with 8-10 members drop to 3-4 members and then eventually 
disband. Often this happens after the significant problems 
have been solved and the more trivial problems will not 
hold the interest of a team. Also, some corporate re-
structuring has completely eliminated several teams. 
Intangible Benefits 
Some very important benefits associated with the 
quality circle program can not be easily quantified, but 
are very real. In an effort to evaluate these intangible 
benefits a questionnaire was designed to obtain feedback 
from the quality circle participants. This questionnaire 
was designed to measure changes in communications, team-
work, attitudes, morale, and job satisfaction. The quality 
.circle team is referred to as a Participative Action Team 
(PAT) in the questionnaire. Data was available for the 
period 1983-1985. Results from the questionnaires can be 
found in Appendix B. The respondents were not classified 
as Technical or Non-technical. Instead, the responses 
were classified as Exempt or Non-exempt, therefore no 
direct correlation can be made in interpreting the results 
relative to the Technical to Non-technical comparison. But 
all Technical members fall in the Exempt classification 
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along with other Non-technical professionals, and most all 
of the Non-technical quality circle members fall into the 
Non-exempt classification. A summary of responses from 











COMPARISON SUMMARY OF EXEMPT AND 
NON-EXEMPT RESPONSES 
Employee Attit~de Response 
~or.-exemPt Tota~ :otal Responses ~verall Weighted Average 
Re~2Qn~~ 8~~22n~~ t.Wfil l Qf iQtal ~ 'iQn-~XH2t 
2:2 .363 667 54.4 0.80 0.93 
2S5 !65 774 60.1 0.79 0.94 
270 468 840 55.7 0.84 0.9! 
The responses on the questionnaires are weighted on 
a scale with the top value being a +2 corresponding to 
"great improvement", and a bottom value of -2 corresponding 
to a "much worse" response, with a O indicating essentially 
no change. The complete set of data for the questionnaires 
can be found in Appendix B. 
The questionnaire consisted of 17 attitudinal 
questions whose responses were tabulated. Following is 
a list of the questions of the survey: 
1. As a result of participation in a PAT, have communica-
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tions between you and your supervisor improved? 
2. As a result of participating in a PAT, have communica-
tions between you and your co-workers improved? 
3. As a result of participating in a PAT, has there been 
a change in teamwork between your work group and your 
supervisor? 
4. As a result of participating in a PAT, has there been 
a change in teamwork among the people in your work 
group? 
5. As a result of participating in a PAT, do you feel 
there has been a change in the productivity of your 
work group? 
6. As a result of participating in a PAT, do you feel that 
you have more influence on decisions that affect your 
job? 
7. As a result of participating in a PAT, has your super-
visor's appreciation of your work performance changed?· 
8. As a result of participating in a PAT, do you see more 
opportunities for improvement in your work area? 
9. As a result of participating in a PAT, are you better 
able to use your personal capabilities to improve your 
work environment? 
10. Do all team members in your PAT have about an equal 
opportunity to make contributions to the PAT process? 
11. Has PAT participation changed the way you feel about 
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your job? 
12. Do you feel the training you have received in the PAT 
program helps make you a more valuable employee? 
:3. Do you feel the time spent in PAT meetings is made up 
for by increased effectiveness on your job? 
14. As a result of participating in a PAT, has there been 
a change in your attitude towards your fellow members? 
15. Do you feel your supervisor supports your involvement 
in the PAT program? 
16. Considering all factors involved, do you feel the PAT 
activity is worthwhile? 
17. Below are a variety of reasons why people are involved 
in PAT'S and you may want to add others. Please rank 
your most important reason for participation. 
a. Opportunity to contribute my thoughts to improve 
work environment/solve local problems. 
b. Greater opportunity to be creative at work. 
c. Potential PAT awards. 
d. Self development and growth. 
e. Greater opportunity for recognition of what I can 
contribute. 
f. To learn more about methods/technique. 
g. To inter-relate more with others. 
h. Other 
23 
The weighted average value on the above 17 questions is 
given in TABLE VI. This indicates that the Non-Technical 
member (Non-exempt) gave a more positive response than 
the Exempt member for all three years. This finding 
would confirm the previous notion that the intangible 
benefits are greater for the Non-technical member when 
compared to the Technical member. It should be pointed 
out that all responses were positive ranging from a low 
of 0.79 to a high of 0.94. 
The survey also had another interesting finding that 
relates to the time an employee has been on a quality circle 
team. Surprisingly, it does not appear to matter how long 
the employees have been involved in the quality circle 
program. On an overall basis, employees with less than a 
year versus more than a year in the program were nearly 
equal in their overall weighted average response. For those 
with less than a year the responses were 0.86 for 1983, 
1984, and 1985. This compares to the more than a year 
responses of: 0.88 in 1983, 0.91 in 1984, and 0.89 in 1985. 
These nearly equal positive responses would tend to indicate 
that the employees are still realizing many of the intangi-
ble benefits as their involvement in the program continues. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the per-
formance of quality circle teams in a major energy company 
and investigate the hypothesis that quality circles in the 
technical/professional environment are not as effective as 
quality circles in the non-technical areas. 
The findings of this study does not support the above 
hypothesis when the tangible measures were compared. The 
tangible measure of net savings per team indicated that 
the Technical teams were more effective than the Non-
Technical teams. Ir. 1989, the data also indicated that 
Technical teams had a larger Savings to Cost ratio than 
the Non-Technical teams. This could be attributed to the 
fact that the typical work environment of the Technical 
employee exposes him to greater potential savings than the 
Non-Technical employee. This is particularly probable in 
the atmosphere of a technically oriented company such as 
the energy company in this study. 
Questionnaires were used to obtain attitudinal data 
in evaluating intangible benefits. The Non-Technical 
member responses to the questionnaire were slightly more 
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positive than the Technical member indicating that his 
intangible benefits were slightly greater. 
There are a number of additional factors that impact 
the performance of the various teams studied. One item 
of interest relates to the topics that the teams select 
to work on. Most usually the quality circle teams select 
the problems they wish to work on. Some of the Technical 
teams quite often will initially work on problems in their 
work area that actually have nothing to do with their 
expertise. Instead they may attack problems that tend to 
be clerical in nature. Some of these problems do result 
in significant savings, but quite often the problems tend 
to decrease in savings potential and as a result the team 
will disband. This is a factor that contributed to the 
mortality of some of the Technical teams through the years. 
Another factor that contributed to Technical team ineffic-
iency is the inaction and delay that often comes from the 
committee format of quality circles and results in consid-
erable unproductive use of manpower. 
Implications ..f...QJ: Research 
This study was done on a rather large sample group, 
one part over a two year period of time and the intangible 
evaluation over a three year period. It is important to 
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avoid small sample sizes and to have reliable longitudinal 
data to ensure sound results. Therefore, I would suggest 
that additional data continue to be gathered from the 
subject energy company of this study, and to evaluate 
quality circle programs of additional energy companies. 
Even though energy companies are a very small portion 
of industry that employees technical/professional people, 
I would expect similar results in related industries. 
Implications ..f...QJ;: Practice 
Overall, the quality circle program appears to be very 
effective with over eleven million dollars in net savings 
realized in 1989 with the 127 teams included in this study. 
Also, in 1988, the 117 teams realized over six million 
dollars in net savings. I would definitely suggest that 
the energy company continue with their program. One 
suggestion that I would make relates to the maturity of 
the program. As the program continues, the participants 
frequently begin to encounter problems that extend beyond 
the boundaries of what the quality circle team can address. 
The complexity of a problem may involve many different 
groups which the quality circle team has no jurisdiction 
over. This is frequently encountered in some of the technical 
quality circle teams. As a result, these problems can not 
27 
be effectively solved in the traditional quality circle 
team. This has led to the utilization of the total quality 
team concept where members from the various groups are 
brought together to function in a capacity similar to a task 
force. I would expect this total quality team concept 
to grow as more and more complex, system-type problems are 
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DATA TABLES OF SAVINGS AND COSTS 
FOR QUALITY CIRCLE TEAMS 
32 
TABLE II 
TECHNICAL QUALITY CIRCLE 
TEAN DATA 
PER CENT 1989 1988 1989 1988 TEAM TECH NON TECH TECH SRO SS 1989 GROSS 1988 NET NET NUIIBER DEPT MEMBER MEMBER MEMBER SAVINGS COSTS SAVINGS COSTS SAVINGS SAVINGS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------34 CE 7 0 100.00 0 7221 35926 17838 -7221 18088 87 CE 9 2 81.82 0 7280 0 3411 -7280 -3411 297 CE 7 0 100.00 0 8500 0 1981 -8500 -1981 387 CE 6 0 100.00 0 6528 0 9268 -6528 -9268 403 CE 10 2 83.33 0 10636 0 7673 -10636 -7673 ~25 CE 8 1 88.89 0 12705 0 3333 -12705 -3333 446 CE 7 0 100.00 0 8122 0 0 -8122 0 474 CE 11 0 100.00 0 5556 0 0 -5556 0 386 CE 7 1 87.50 2533362 6478 0 10818 2526884 -10818 286 E&P 10 1 90.91 700000 7846 0 4646 692154 -4646 310 E&P 9 0 100.00 103333 9659 387441 6009 93674 381432 344 E&P 8 0 100.00 33923 8093 143800 41370 25830 102430 347 E&P 7 0 100.00 38713 5139 512417 10215 33574 502202 369 E&P 7 1 87.50 0 6764 0 6026 -6764 -6026 399 E&P 4 l 80.00 0 798 0 3832 -798 -3832 404 E&P 8 0 100.00 106322 8143 0 0 98179 0 408 E&P 14 4 77. 78 2196000 10805 0 938 2185195 -938 435 E&P 6 1 85.71 5625 7456 0 314 -1831 -314 470 E&P 7 l 87.50 0 4769 0 0 -4769 0 477 E&P 6 0 100.00 0 4292 0 0 -4292 0 
219 IS 8 0 100.00 73231 12261 166659 16165 60970 150494 
440 NSC 5 0 100.00 81802 5043 0 875 76759 -875 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TOTAL 171 15 91.94 $5,872,311 $164.094 Sl,246,243 5144, 712 55,708,217 $1,101,531 
33 
TABLE Ill 
NIXED QUALITY CIRCLE 
TEAl1 DATA 
PER CENT 1989 1988 1989 1988 TEAi'! TECH NON TECH TECH GROSS 1989 GROSS 1988 NET NET 
NUMBER DEPT l'IEl'IBER 11El1BER 11El'IBER SAVINGS COSTS SAVINGS COSTS SAVINGS SAVINGS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------26 CE :l 3 73.00 0 7735 58140 12245 -7735 45895 \J 
153 CE () 3 67.00 1150000 21375 503136 10629 1128625 492507 
163 CE c 3 63.00 0 5802 0 3932 -5802 -3932 J 
333 CE 2 7 22.00 731488 109098 29664 17290 622390 12374 
415 CE 4 3 57.00 0 1350 0 2415 -1350 -2415 
320 CHE11 1 5 17.00 0 846 0 2502 -846 -2502 
396 CHEl1 s 2 71. 43 0 3761 10296 6601 -3761 3695 
457 CHEl'I 4 42.86 0 2651 0 0 -2651 0 
94 E&P 2 4 33.33 0 3315 0 3289 -3315 -3289 
171 E&P 5 4 55.56 0 0 0 192 0 -192 
193 E&P 2 7 22.22 91832 10987 161941 6700 80845 155241 
205 E&P 2 6 25.00 0 2031 :) 1720 -2031 -1720 
278 E&P 1 7 12.50 0 3749 0 4890 -3749 -4890 
280 E&P 4 2 66.67 0 0 0 110 0 -110 
307 E&P 5 5 50.00 127600 8466 145614 11018 119134 134596 
376 E&P 3 7 30.00 147179 1880 0 3892 145299 -3892 
382 E&P 4 3 57.14 0 5202 0 6652 -5202 -6652 
394 E&P •, 4 33.33 7235 4385 0 2228 2850 -2228 i. 
409 E&P 1 6 14.29 0 4182 0 2152 -4182 -2152 
422 E&P 9 10.00 654443 7912 0 2677 646531 -2677 
445 E&P 10 9.09 0 4530 0 0 -4530 0 
458 E&P 6 14.29 0 4294 0 0 -4294 0 
459 E&P 6 14.29 0 4866 i) 0 -4866 0 
460 E&P 1 6 14.29 0 1776 0 0 -1776 0 
464 E&P 2 5 28.57 0 1604 0 0 -1604 0 
465 E&P l 4 20.00 0 2396 0 0 -2396 0 
490 E&P 1 6 14.29 0 273 0 0 -273 0 
170 G&GL 4 3 57.14 10945 23234 2998 4100 -12289 -1102 
218 NGC 7 4 63.64 107635 8506 0 3091 99129 -3091 
400 NGC 1 8 11.11 46978 5852 0 1950 41126 -1950 
335 PPG 2 7 22.22 0 5618 368244 7439 -5618 360805 
336 PPG 1 6 14.29 88800 3904 ,'.) 4918 84896 -4918 
340 PPG 5 28.57 0 6269 432644 34298 -6269 398346 




CIRCLE TEAl1 DATA 
PER CENT 1989 1988 1989 1988 TEAl1 TECH NONTECH TECH GROSS 1989 GROSS 1988 NET NET NUIIBER DEPT 11El1BER 11EMBER 11El18ER SAVINGS COSTS SAVINGS COSTS SAVINGS SAYINGS 
---------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------295 CE 0 7 0.00 0 7400 131572 9273 -7400 122299 303 CE 0 13 0.00 0 10270 330280 9919 -10270 320361 438 CE 0 10 0.00 0 6574 0 0 -6574 0 204 CHEl1 0 3 o.oo 0 0 0 30 0 -30 229 CHEii 0 q 0.00 0 1566 24076 3401 -1566 20675 231 CHEl'I 0 11 o.oo 14101 7326 34611 7365 6775 27246 319 CHEii 0 6 0.00 0 0 54533 3079 0 51454 334 CHEN 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 25265 0 -25265 355 CHEii 0 5 o.oo 0 0 0 140 0 -140 365 CHEii 0 7 o.oo 0 0 0 720 0 -720 366 CHEii 0 4 0.00 0 0 15415 560 0 14855 379 CHEl'I 0 5 o.oo 0 0 0 525 0 -525 410 CHEM 0 9 o.oo 26288 5268 0 1210 21020 -1210 411 CHEN 0 5 0.00 0 935 0 2034 -935 -2034 413 CHEii 0 4 0.00 10743 680 680 0 10063 680 426 CHEl'I 0 6 0.00 0 2675 0 338 -2675 -338 427 CHEN 0 6 0.00 0 1352 0 0 -1352 0 441 CHEN 0 7 o.oo 0 2480 0 170 -2480 -170 
124 E&P 0 7 0.00 50975 9319 0 7222 41656 -7222 
125 E&P 0 8 0.00 28680 11038 0 5439 17642 -5439 
184 E&P 0 6 0.00 0 4361 0 3888 -4361 -3888 
191 E&P 0 4 0.00 0 1043 0 2108 -1043 -2108 
206 E&P 0 7 o.oo 0 0 0 416 0 -416 
233 E&P 0 12 0.00 15822 6035 549864 8513 9787 541351 
234 E&P 0 7 0.00 9504 7443 678252 65569 2061 612683 
256 E&P 0 7 0.00 0 6642 104913 36137 -6642 68776 
257 E&P 0 6 0.00 0 0 0 1096 0 -1096 
260 E&P 0 8 o.oo 7502 3872 1459921 7474 3630 1452447 
263 E&P 0 9 0.00 48068 5118 49805 14166 42950 35.639 
265 E&P 0 q 0.00 0 3341 0 3831 -3341 -3831 
266 E&P 0 8 0.00 20870 8447 108754 35746 12423 73008 
268 E&P 0 9 o.oo 17957 7842 350000 9400 10115 340600 
328 E&P 0 9 0.00 119321 18106 0 1858 101215 -1858 
377 E&P 0 8 0.00 0 876 0 0 -876 0 
401 E&P 0 12 o.oo 0 7518 0 2518 -7518 -25.18 
402 E&P 0 7 0.00 0 7350 0 3150 -7350 -3150 
405 E&P 0 13 0.00 6219 2874 0 818 3345 -818 
406 E&P 0 7 0.00 22293 8653 0 2486 13640 -2486 
412 E&P 0 5 o.oo 0 5208 0 3125 -5208 -3125 
424 E&P 0 13 0.00 0 2701 0 2233 -2701 -2233 
463 E&P 0 8 o.oo 0 672 0 0 -672 0 
467 E&P 0 6 0.00 0 2537 0 0 -2537 0 
468 E&P 0 7 0.00 0 2400 0 0 -2400 0 
469 E&P 0 7 0.00 0 857 0 0 -857 0 
471 E&P 0 8 0.00 0 4759 0 0 -4759 0 
476 E&P 0 t o.oo 0 1056 0 0 -1056 0 
177 G&GL 0 9 o.oo 36042 5399 0 1205 30643 -1205 
315 HR 0 8 o.oo 0 3981 0 5103 -3981 -5103 
317 HR 0 8 0.00 0 4651 5672 1058 -4651 4614 
330 HR 0 6 0.00 0 5855 0 3446 -5855 -3446 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
PER CENT 1989 1988 1989 1988 TEA11 TECH NONTECH TECH GROSS 1989 GROSS 1988 NET NET NUNBER DEPT MEMBER NEl'IBER l'IENBER SAVINGS COSTS SAVINGS COSTS SAVINGS SAVINGS --------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------452 HR •) 6 o.oo 0 4365 0 0 -4365 0 453 HR 0 10 o.oo 0 7157 0 0 -7157 0 294 HR&S Q 7 o.oo 41661 4267 21629 16769 37394 4860 305 HR&S 0 4 o.oo 0 1864 10870 2330 -1864 8540 331 HR&S 0 4 o.oo 33655 2138 11941 3072 31517 8869 391 HR&S 0 6 o.oo 5347 3862 0 2037 1485 -2037 113 PPG 0 6 o.oo 0 0 0 393 0 -393 159 PPG 0 5 o.oo 0 714 5565 3904 -714 1661 160 PPG 0 3 o.oo 0 1298 0 2993 -1298 -2993 194 PPG 0 1 o.oo 22373 3165 0 2205 19208 -2205 306 PPG 0 6 o.oo 6799 6557 2500 2274 242 226 309 PPG II 7 0.00 269509 7618 0 0 261891 0 
., 
325 PPG 0 8 o.oo 53939 2006 23705 6622 51933 17083 337 PPG 0 9 o.oo 0 4683 0 7867 -4683 -7867 338 PPG 0 4 o.oo 0 0 0 2357 0 -2357 342 PPG 0 5 o.oo 8182 3050 0 3952 5132 -3952 343 PPG 0 8 o.oo 0 1848 0 8060 -1848 -8060 356 PPG 0 7 o.oo 6101 6401 0 8098 -300 -8098 357 PPG 0 10 0.00 0 5257 64400 6755 -5257 57645 370 PPG 0 8 o.oo 332664 9965 0 4341 322699 -4341 371 PPG 0 7 0.00 39766 6849 0 6963 32917 -6963 375 PPG 0 7 o.oo 0 0 0 5192 0 -5192 384 PPG 0 1 0.00 0 0 0 1390 0 -1390 388 PPG 0 7 o.oo 25190 1527 0 3074 23663 -3074 389 PPG 0 1 o.oo 8560 4247 0 5051 4313 -5051 393 PPG 0 1 0.00 112739 704 0 2629 112035 -2629 407 PPG 0 1 0.00 0 0 0 918 0 -918 416 PPG 0 10 0.00 0 5037 0 1599 -5037 -1599 417 PPG 0 9 o.oo 12450 9957 0 2173 2493 -2173 418 PPG 0 9 o.oo 0 4140 0 1729 -4140 -1729 456 PPG 0 1 o.oo 0 330 0 0 -330 0 373 PT 0 5 0.00 0 1395 0 3360 -1395 -3360 313 TAX 0 8 o.oo 276978 19500 32800 18677 257478 14123 · 314 TAX 0 10 0.00 1396940 19948 0 14179 1376992 -14179 242 TR 0 7 o.oo 0 1232 10203 6760 -1232 3443 243 TR 0 8 0.00 5575 2021 22810 4386 3554 18424 245 TR 0 8 o.oo 5888 2947 10233 4920 2941 5313 246 TR 0 7 0.00 0 0 36600 7608 0 28992 247 TR 0 4 o.oo 0 448 10292 1606 -448 8696 






PARTICIPATIVE ACTICN '!'FM QUESl'ICNNAIRE 
~TE: 12/20/83 
1. As a result of participat~ in a PAT, have cannunications 
between you and your supervisor improved? 
(A) 34 great improvement 
(B) 141 sane improvement 
(C) 185 essentially no change as a result of PAT involvement 
(D) 2 worse 
(E) 1 111lch w::,rse 
363 
2. As a result of participating in a PAT, have carmmication 
bet"1een you and your co-workers llllproved? 
(A) 68 great improvement 
(B) 206 sane improvement 
(C) 86 essentially no change as a result of PAT involvement 
(D) 5 worse 
( E) 1 ruch w::>rse 
366 
3. As a result of participating m a PAT, has there been a change in 
teamwork between your w::,rk group and your supervisor? 
(A) 37 much nore cooperation 
(B) 151 sane rrore a:x:>peration 
( C) 166 essentially no change in cooperation as a result of PAT 
involvement 
(D) 3 some less ccoperat1on 
( E) 0 111lCh less cooperation 
357 
4. As a result of participating in a PAT, has there been a change in 
teamwork among the ~ple in your w::,rk group? 
(A) 65 much nore cooperation 
(B) 178 sane rrore CCX)peration 
(C) 110 essentially no change in CCX)peration as a result of PAT 
involvement 
(D) 7 sane less cooperation 
(E) 1 111lCh less CCX)I)eration 
361 
5. As a result of participating in a PAT, do you feel there has been a 
change 1.n the productivity of your w::,rk group? 
(A) 69 significant increase 
(B) 137 slight increase 
(C) 149 no noticeable change as a result of PAT involvement 
(D) 3 slight decrease 
(E) 0 significant decrease 
358 
38 
6. As a result of ~rticipatin; in a PAT, do you feel that you have 
more influence on decisions that affect your job? 
(A) 57 much, rrore influence 
(B) 154 somewhat nore influence 
(C) 141 about the same influence 
(D) 5 sanewhat less influence 
(E) 2 nuch less influence 
359 
7. As a result of participating in a PAT, has your supe::visor's 
appreciation of your \\Ork performance changed? 






sanewhat more appreciation 
essentially no change in appreciation as~ result of 
PAT involvement 
sanewhat less appreciation 
nuch less ~rec1.ation 
8. As a result of participating in a PAT, do you see nore 
opp::>rtunities for improvement in }10Ur w::>rk area? 






a few more opportunities 
essentially oo change in nl..mlber of opµ:,rtunities as a 
result of PAT involvement 
a few less opportunities 
many fewer opportunities 
9. As a result of participating in a PAT, are you better able to use 




10. lb all team members in your PAT have about an equal opportunity to 




11 • Has PAT participation changed the way you feel about your job? 
(A) 56 much more satisfied 
(B) 169 sanewhat nore satisfied 
(C) 124 essentially oo change 
(D) 14 sanewhat less satisfied 
(E) 1 nuch less satisfied 
364 
39 
12. ~ you feel the training you have received in the PAT program helps 
make you a rore valuable enployee? 
(A) 169 definitely yes 
(B) 116 sanewhat 
(C) 52 urx3ecided 
(D) 23 probably oot 
(E) 2 definitely oot 
362 
13. ~ you feel the time spent in PAT meetings is made up for by 
increased effectiveness on your job? 
(A) 123 Definitely yes 
(B) 140 Probably yes 
(C) 59 Not sure 
(D) 28 Probably oot 
(E) 11 Definitely oot 
361 
14. As a result of participating in a PAT, has there been a diange in 
your attitude towards your fellow team members? 
(A) 87 Feel much closer 
(B) 178 Feel somewhat closer 
(C) 90 Essentially oo dlange in attitude towards fellow team members 
(D) 6 Feel sane less closer 
(E) 1 Feel much less closer 
362 
15. Considering all factors involved, do you feel the PAT process is 
worthwhile? 
(A) 241 definitely yes 
(B) 76 probably yes 
(C) 31 neutral feelings 
(D) 12 probably oot 
(E) 1 definitely rot 
361 
16. ~ you feel that ronetary awards are essential to the P.A.T. program? 
(A) 118 definitely yes 
(B) 96 sanewhat 
(C) 57 rot sure 
(D) 58 probably rot· 
(E) 31 definitely not 
360 
17. If the PAT process were going to be dlanged: 
a) what areas would you change? 
b) what areas would you definitely oot change? 
40 
18. Below are a vaT,ety of reasons \llhy people are involved in P.A. T. 's and 
you may want to add others. Please rank your reasons for 
participation, wi ~ ( 1 ) = rrost unp:>rtant ,! ( 2) = next nost J.mp:>rtant, 
etc. Please rank 4 or rrore reasons. 
# Resp. 
164 (A) D ()pEx:>rtunity to rontr1bute my thoughts to improve "'°rk 
enviroranent/solve local problems. 
13 (B) 0 Greater ORX)rtunity to be creative at w::,rk. 
5 {C) D Potential nonetary awards 
67 (D) D Self developnent and growth. 
20 ( E) D Greater opportunity for recognition of what I can contribute. 
19 (F} D To learn rrore about rrethods/techniques. 
17 (G) D To inter-relate rrore with others 
_u_(H) 0 Others-------------------
318 
1 9. Any o:mments about PAT' s you w::,uld like to make? 
20. What is your role and haw long have you bee involved in the P.A.T. 
prc::q ram • 
Role? 
Team Member 254 
Assistant Team Leader 26 




~nths 242 < 12 mo. 
124 > 12 Mo. 
366 
21. Has your Team made any Management Presentations? 
261 LJ Yes 100 LJ No 
22. ~at is your rrajor organization? 
(A). HLman Resources _9_ 
(B). Information Services 51 
(C). Public Affairs 5 
(D) • 
( E). 
( F) • 
Exploration & Production 12. 
Research & Developnent 43 
Petroleun Products Group 1 0 
23. Oleck applicable box: 
361 Total Responses 
(Check One) 
(G). 
{H). COrp::>rate Engineering 
(I) • 
( J) • COrp::>rate Services 























RE..S PONS ES 'IO 
PARTICIPATIVE ACTIOO TEAM QlJEsrIONNAIRE 
DECFMBER, 198 3 
Responses & Weighting Factor- Graph of Weighted Averaqes 
Question 
Have CCffl1\Unications between you and your supervisor 
iJtJ>roved? -·--· 
Have CCffl1\unications between you and ~Hit" L'O-\«>rkers 
iRJ)roved? ·------·-·-----·-···· . -····· ··-·-- .... - ··- .•.. ---- -
Has there been a change in teamwork between your 
work group and your supervisor? 
Has there been a change in team\<\Ork among the 
people in your work group? 
OJ you feel there has been a change in the 
productivity of your work group? 
OJ you feel that you have nnre influence on 
decisions that affect your iob? 
Has your supervisor's ar:preciat10n of your \'Ork 
performance changed? 
D.:> you see nnre opportunities for improvement in 
your work area? 
Has PAT participation changed the way you feel 
about your iob? 
Cb you feel the training you have received 1n the 
PAT program helps make you a nnre valuable . 
employee? 












































































-2 Avq. +2 +1 
1 0.56 r;. 
1 




1 0.83 I 
1 
0 0.76 .;;.; 
0 
2 0. 72 ~ 
1 
0 0.44 ~ 
0 
2 1. 21 I 
1 
1 o. 73 '-1 
2 1. 18 I 
1 
1982 Weighted Averages 







PARTICIPATIVE ACTIOO TEAM QUESTIOONAIRE 
DEC™BER, 198 3 
Resoonses & Weiqhtinq Factor 
Question +2 +1 0 -1 -2 
13. Do you feel the time spent in PAT meetings is made N 123 140 59 28 11 
uo for by increased effectiveness on your iob? ' 34 39 16 8 3 
14. Has there been a change in your att1tlrle towards N 87 178 90 6 1 
your fellow team members? ' 24 49 25 2 1 
15. Considering all factors involved, do you feel the N 241 76 31 12 1 
PAT erocess is worthwhile? ' 67 21 8 3 1 
16. Do you feel that monetary awards are essential to N 118 96 57 58 31 
this P.A.T. PrOQram? ' 33 27 16 16 9 N ' 9. Are you better able to use your personal 
capabilities to improve your "-Ork environment? Yes 294 82 
No 64 18 
358 1001 
10. Do all team members in your PAT have about an equal N ' opportunity to make contributions to the PAT 
process? Yes 345 96 
No 16 4 
361 100% 
18. M:>st im(X)rtant reasons for participation: 
Graph of Weighted Averages 





1. 51 I I 
0.59 -
.. 















2. Self develo(;IOOnt and growth. 
3. Greater opportunity for recognition of what I can contribute. 
4. To learn more about methods/techniques. 
5. 'lb inter-relate more with others. 
6. Greater opfX)rtunity to be creative at ~rk. 
7. Miscellaneous (curiosity, etc.). 





QUESTIOO AND RES~SES 
1. As a result of participating 1n a PAT, 
have CXXTITIUnications between you and your 
supervisor improved? 
. great improvement 
. some improvement 
. essentially ro change . \\Orse . much \\Orse 
2. As a result of participating 1n a PAT, 
have canmunication between you and your 
co-workers improved? 
. great improvement . some improvement 
+:"-
. essentially rx> change 
+:"- . w::>rse . much \\Orse 
3. As a result of participating in a PAT, 
has there been a change in teantW'.)rk 
between your \\Ork group and your 
supervisor? 
. much m::>re c.xx:>peration 
. some m:Jre c.xx:>peration 
. essentially rx> change . some less o:>operation . much less o:>operation 
4. As a result of participating in a PAT, 
has there been a change 1n teamwork 
among the people in your \\Ork group? 
. much m:Jre (X)()peration 
. some nore O)()peration 
. essentially rx> change 
. some less p::X)perat10n . much less b::x:)peration 
RESPONSES 'ID P.A.T. QUESTIONNAIRE 
DECEMBER, 1983 
-- % DISTRIBtJI'IOO 
'---- EMPIJJYEES IDLE IN P.A.T. 
N(),1- ASST. 
OVEAALI EXEMPI EXEMP'J FAC. IDR. IDR. MEMBEF 
( • 56) ( . 40) (.68) ( .67 ) ( • 65) (. 82) ( • 51 ) 
9.4 4.0 13.2 12.5 11. 7 14.8 7.8 
38.8 33. 1 42.9 41. 7 46.7 51.9 35.3 
51.0 62.3 42.9 45.B 38.3 33.3 56.5 
0.6 0.7 0.5 0.0 1. 7 o.o 0.4 
0.3 0.0 0.5 o.o 1. 7 o.o o.o 
(.92) ( . 82) (. 99) (. 96) ( 1. 1 5 )( 1. 00) ( . 84 ) 
18.6 14.3 21. 7 25.0 24.6 25.9 15.6 
56. 3 55.2 57.8 45.8 65.6 48.2 55.6 
23.5 28.6 19.8 29.2 9.8 25.9 26.5 
1. 4 2.0 0.9 o.o o.o o.o 2.0 
0.3 0.0 0.5 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.4 
(. 62) ( • 50) ( • 71 ) ( .80) ( .87) (. 74) (.53) 
10.4 6.7 13.0 5.0 18.3 14.8 8.2 
42.3 36.2 46.6 70.0 50.0 44.4 37. 8 
46.5 57. 1 38.9 25.0 31. 7 40.7 52.8 
0.8 0.0 1.4 o.o o.o 0.0 1. 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
( . 83) ( . 75) ( • 88) ( 1. 00) ( 1. 00 )( . 89 ) ( . 76) 
18.0 12. 1 22.2 20.0 21.3 29.6 15.6 
49.3 52.4 47.2 60.0 59.0 37.0 47.7 
30. 5 34.2 27.8 20.0 18.0 25.9 34.4 
1.9 1. 3 2.4 o.o 1.6 7.4 2.0 
0.3 o.o 0.5 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.4 
( ) Nltnbers 1n parentheses a~e weighted averages. 
I 




12 K> • 12 K>. 00 YES I 
I 
(. 55) ( . 61 ) (. 39) ( .621 
I 
I 
8.0 i 1. 3 2.0 11. 91 
40.2 38.7 35.0 40.2· 
51.0 49.2 63.0 46. 71 
0.4 0.8 0.0 c I 
0.4 0.0 o.o o ... 1 




17.8 20.0 8.0 
I 
22.4 I 
56.5 54.4 59.0 55.3 I 
24.1 24.0 31.0 20.8 
1.6 0.8 2.0 1. 1 
0.0 0.8 0.0 0.4 
( .60) ( .64) (.42) ( • 69) I 
I 
I 
10. 1 9.8 1.0 1.-:i 'l 
41. 3 44.3 42.3 4. 
47.4 45.9 54.6 43.9 
1.2 o.o 2.1 0.4 
0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o I 
(. 84) ' (. 80) (.67) (. 89 )[ 
18.3 16.4 11. 1 20.6 
48.6 51.6 46.5 50.4 
31.5 27.9 40.4 26. 3 
1. 6 3.3 2.0 2.3 
o.o 0.8 o.o 0.4 
~ 
Vl 
QllESTION AND RES~SES 
. As a result of participating 1n a PAT, 
do you feel there has been a change in 
the productivity of your \\Ork group? 
. significant increase . slight increase . no noticeable change 
. slight decrease 
. significant decrease 
• As a result of participating 1n a PAT, 
do you feel that iQU have m::>re 
influence on decisions that affect your 
job? 
. much, more influence 
. somewhat JOC>re influence . about the same influence . somewhat less influence . much less influence 
• As a result of participating in a PAT, 
has your supervisor's appreciation of 
your \\Ork performance chanqec'I? . much nnre apprec i at ion . somewhat irore appreciation . essentially no change . somewhat less appreciation . nuch less appreciation 
--
1-u·:Sl'ONSl~S ·1u P.A.T. QUES-rIONNA1RE 
DECEMBER, 1983 
% DISTRIBlJI'IOO 
EMPLOYEES OOLE IN P.A.T. 
t,ON- ASST. 
OVEIV\LI EXEMPI E:XEMP'l FAC. WR. WR • MEMBEF 
( • 76) ( • 66) ( • 83) ( .80 ) ( • 82 ) (.85) ( • 74) 
19.3 13. 5 23. 3 25.0 17.0 18.5 19.2 
38. 3 39.9 37. 1 30.0 47.5 48.2 36. 5 
41.6 45.3 39. 1 45.0 35.6 33.3 43. 1 
0.8 1.4 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 
0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 
(. 72) ( • 76) (. 69) ( . 83) (. 80) (. 89) (.68) 
15.9 11. 9 18.8 13. O 21. 7 25.9 13. 5 
42.9 53.0 35.6 56.5 41. 7 37.0 42.9 
39. 3 34. 4 42.8 30.4 33.3 37. 1 42. 1 
1. 4 0.7 1.9 0.0 1. 7 o.o 1.2 
0.6 0.0 1.0 0.0 1. 7 0.0 0.4 
(. 44) ( • 40) ( • 47) (.64) ( . 63) (. 55) ( • 37) 
5.9 2.0 8.6 4.6 6.8 7.4 5.5 
32. 9 35.t 31.0 54.6 49.2 40.7 26.8 
60.5 62.4 59. 1 40.9 44. 1 51.9 66.5 
0.8 0.0 1. 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 
·-
TIME IN P.A.'I 
UNDER OVER 
12 M.'.) • 12 M.'.) • 
(.69) ( • 91 ) 
16.6 25.2 
36.8 41.5 
45.8 32. 5 
0.8 0.8 
0.0 0.0 
( • 66) (.82) 
13.8 18.6 




( • 41 ) (. 50) 
4.9 7.3 
























































QUESTION AND RESR:NSES 
As a result of participating in a PAT, 
do you see nore OfflOrtunities for 
improvement in your \<Ork area? 
• many more OfP()rtunities 
• a few more OfP()rtunities 
• essentially~ change 
• a few less opportunities 
• many fewer o(JEX)rtunities 
As a result of participating in a PAT, 
are you better able to use your 
personal capabilities to improve your 
work enviroranent? . Yes . ~ 
lb all team members in your PAT have 
about an equal OH)Ortunity to make 
contributions to the PAT process? . Yes 
• No 
Has PAT participation changed the way 
you feel about your job? 
• much nore satisfied 
• somewhat nore satisfied 
• essentially~ change 
• somewhat less satisfied 
• much less satisfied 




EMPLOYEES IOLE IN P.A.T. 
NON- ASST. 
OVERALI EXEMP1 EXEMP1 FAC. LOR. LOR. MEMBEF 
(1.21) ( 1. 10 ) (1.30) ( 1. 14 ) ( 1 • 25) ( 1 • 30 )( 1. 19) 
37 .8 29. 1 44.0 27.3 38.3 37.0 38.6 
47.3 52.3 43. 5 59. 1 48.3 55.6 44.5 
14.2 17.9 1 t. 5 13.6 13. 3 7.4 15.4 
0.3 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.8 
0.6 0.0 1.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.8 
82. 1 83.6 81. 1 95.8 85.0 81. 5 80.3 
17.9 16.4 18.9 4.2 15.0 18.5 19.7 
95.6 96.0 95.2 95.5 95. 1 92.6 95.7 
4.4 4.0 4.8 4.5 4.9 7.4 4.3 
( • 7 3) ( .69) ( . 75) ( .88) (. 92) ( 1. 04 ) ( • 6 3 ) 
15.4 11. 1 18.5 16.7 16.4 33.3 12.6 
46.4 49.0 44.6 58.3 62.3 37.0 42.4 
34. 1 37 .9 31. 3 20.8 18.0 29.6 40.8 
3.9 2.0 5.2 4.2 3.3 0.0 3.9 
0.3 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.4 
TIME IN P.A.'1 PRES. MADE 
UNDER OVER 
12 ID • 12 M). 00 YES 
( 1. 27) ( 1. 07) ( 1 • 26 ) ( 1 • 20 ) 
40.5 31.5 41.2 36.8 
47.0 46.6 43.3 47.9 
11.7 19.4 15.5 14.2 
0.4 0.8 o.o 0.4 
0.4 0.8 o.o 0.8 
84.8 75.8 86.0 81. 3 
15.2 24.2 14.0 18.7 
95.6 94. 3 98.0 94.2 
4.4 5.7 2.0 5.8 
(.70) (. 74) (. 58) (.78\ 
14.8 15.2 8. 1 17.9 
44.4 48.0 46.5 46.4 
37.2 32.0 41.4 31.9 
3.2 4.8 3.0 3.8 




QUESTION AND RESKNSES 
12. IX> :Y()U feel the training you have 
received in the PAT program helps make 
you a m:>re valuable enployee? 
. Definitely yes 
. Soolewhat . Undecided . Probably not . Definitely oot 
1 3. lb you feel the time spent in PAT 
meetings is made up for by increased 
effectiveness on your job? . Definitely yes . Probably yes 
. Not sure . Probably not . Definitely rot 
14. As a result of participating in a PAT, 
has the,re been a change in JOUr attitud€ 
towards your fellow team members? . Feel nuch closer . Feel somewhat closer . Essentially no change rn att1 tude . Feel sane less closer . Feel nuch less closer 
15. C.Onsidering all factors involved, do yoc 
feel the PAT process is w::>rthwhile? . Definitely yes . Probably yes . Neutral feelings . Probably oot . Definitely 1'¥.)t 
Overall weighted averages 
Ht::SPONSl:~S 'l.D P.A.'l'. QlJES'rIONNA.lHE 
DECEMBER, 1983 
- -·------··-- - ·- ---·---- ------ -------
% DISTRIBUTION 
EMPIDYEES IOLE IN P.A.T. TIME IN P.A.'I 
NON- ASST. UNDER OVER 
OVEHALI EXEMPT EXEMPI FAC. WR. WR. MEMBEfi 12 ID • 12 ID. 
(1.18) ( 1. 12 ) ( 1. 22) ( 1. 33 ) (1.43)(1.42)(1.08) (1.17) (1.17) 
46.7 41. 7 50.2 41. 7 54. 1 57.7 44. 1 46.4 45.2 
32.0 37.8 28.0 54.2 39. 3 30.8 28.0 30.4 36. 3 
14. 4 12.6 15.6 o.o 1. 6 7.7 20. 1 17.2 10.5 
6.4 6.6 6.2 4.2 4.9 3.9 7.1 6.0 6.5 
0.6 1. 3 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.7 0.0 1.6 
( . 93) ( . 81 ) ( 1. 02) ( 1. 09) (1.18)(1.15) (.81) (. 93) (. 89) 
34. 1 29.6 37. 3 30.4 46.7 42.3 29.8 34. 5 33. 1 
38.8 40. 1 37.8 47.8 33.3 38.5 38.8 36.6 41. 1 
16.3 16.5 16.3 21. 7 15.0 15.4 16.9 18. 1 12.9 
7.8 9.2 6.7 0.0 1. 7 0.0 11. 4 9.2 7.3 
3. 1 4.6 1.9 0.0 3.3 3.9 3. 1 1.6 5.7 
(.95) ( . 93) (. 97) ( 1. 21) ( 1. 12 ) ( 1. 00 ) ( • 86 ) (. 93) { .94) 
24.0 22.4 25.2 34.8 30.0 30.8 20.3 23.5 23.6 
49.2 50.0 48.6 60.9 53.3 46.2 47.7 47.4 51.2 
"24.9 25.7 24.3 4.4 15.0 15.4 30. 1 27.9 21.1 
1. 7 2.0 1. 4 o.o 1. 7 7.7 1.6 1.2 3. 3 . 
0.3 o.o 0.5 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.4 o.o 0.8 
(1.51) ( 1. 47) ( 1. 53) (1.83) (1.67)(1.62)(i.41) ( 1. 53) (1.42) 
66.8 61.4 70.7 83.3 78.3 69.2 61.4 66.3 66. 1 
21.0 28. 1 15.9 16.7 15.0 23. 1 22.4 22.1 17.7 
8.6 6.5 10.1 o.o 1. 7 7.7 12.2 10.0 8.9 
3.3 3.9 2.9 0.0 3.3 0.0 3.9 1.6 6.5 










(. 86) ( • 96 )1 
27. 1 36.9 
44.8 37.0 
15.6 17. 1 
11.5 7.2 i 
1.0 3.8 
( .86) (.98i)i 
f 
18.4 25.9 
49.0 49.4 , 
32.7 21.' 
o.o 2. ·, ; 




11. 3 8.8 
1.0 4.2 
0.0 0.4 . 
(.87) (.80) (.93) (1.01) (1.04)(1.02) (.80) (.86) (.88) (.74) (.93) 
QUESI'IOO AND RES~SES 
16. DJ you feel that rronetary awards are 
essential to the P.A.T. program? 
. Definitely yes 
. Somewhat . Not sure 
• . Probably not . Definitely not 
18. Below are a variety of reasons why 
people are involved in P.A.T.'s and you 
may want to add others. Please i:-ank 
your most imp'.)rtant reason for 
participation. . Opportunity to contribute my thought~ 
to improve w::>rk environment/solve 
local problems •. 
.i::-- . Greater o~rtunity to be creative at 
co work. . fQtential rronetary awards 
. Self developnent and growth. . Greater opportunity for recognition 
of ~at I can contribute. 
. To learn more about methods/techn1g. 
. To inter-relate rrore with others . Other 
Mt§AJW§bb id L-"'-A--r ... <S(.i€§fi:Ot<ii<uS,."i:.RE 
DECEMBER, 1983 
% DISTRIBt.Jl'ICN 
EMPI.OYEES IOLE IN P.A.T. 
~- ASST. 
OVERALI EXEMPI EXEMP'I FAC. LOR. WR. MEMBEF --
(. 59) (. 17) ( • 89) ( • 38) ( .45) (. 23) ( .66) 
32.8 20.0 41.9 16.7 27.6 30.8 35.4 
26.7 26.7 26.7 37.5 29.3 11. 5 26.0 
15.8 17. 3 14.8 20.8 15.S 19.2 15.8 
16.1 22.7 11.4 16.7 15.5 26.9 15. 0 
8.6 13. 3 5.2 8.3 12. 1 11. 5 7.9 
51.6 50.4 52.5 27.3 44.4 58.3 55.3 
4. 1 2.8 5. 1 4.5 1.9 0.0 5.0 
1.6 0.0 2.8 0.0 1. 9 0.0 1.8 
21. 1 22.7 19.8 40.9 25.9 25.0 17. 8 . 
6.2 6.3 6.2 0.0 5.6 4.2 7.3 
6.0 4.3 7.3 9. 1 1.8 4.2 6.9 
5.3 9.2 2.3 9. 1 14.8 4.2 2.3 
4. 1 4.3 4.0 9. 1 3.7 4. 1 3.6 
TIME IN P.A. 'I PRES. MADE 
UNDER OVER 
12 MJ. 12 MJ. NJ YES 
(. 58) (. 57) (. 23) (. 79 
31.7 33.6 23.2 36.8 
27.7 24.6 27.3 25.6 
16.5 16.4 14.1 17.1 
15.3 16.4 20.2 14.7 
8.8 9.0 15. 2 5.8 
51.9 50.9 44.7 55.0 
4.8 2.7 5.8 3. 5 i 
1. 9 0.9 2.4 1. 3 
21.0 21.4 22.4 19.9 
4.8 8.9 4.7 6.9 
5.2 7.1 7. 1 5.6 
5.2 5.4 4.7 5,? 
5.2 2.7 8.2 2 
RESPONSES 'ID 
?ARrICIPATIVE ACTIQi 'l'ENt1 OOE.STICNtA!BE 
DM'E: 12/5/84 
1. As a result of. participating in a PAT, have cxmrunicatiCXlS 
cetween you and your supervisor~? 
(A) 37 great inprovement 
(B) 180 sare inprovenent 
(C) 237 essentially ro change as a result of PAT involvemmt 
(D) 3 ',olOt'R 
( E) 2 rud"l "'10rse 
459 
2. As a result of participating in a PAT, have c:arm.micatioo 
between you and your ~ers inproved? 
(A) 80 great inprovenent 
(B) 262 sare inprovenent 
(C) 118 essentially ro change as a result of PAT involvement 
( D) 1 ',o10t'R 
( E) 0 nuch '«>rse 
461 
3. As a result of participating in a PAT, has there 1::ee.n a dla.nge in 
team-iork between your work group and your supervisor'? 
(A) 50 r:uch ncre cx:q,eratiai 
(B) 170 SCX!I! ncre cx:q,eratioo 
(C) 223 essentially no change 
(D) 10 sane less ~ration 
(E) 3 nudl less ccoperatioo 
456 
4. As a result of participating in a PAT, has there been a change in 
teanwork ancng the people in yc,ur "'10rk grcup? 
(A) 71 nuc:h ncre ccq>eraticn 
(B) 205 sane ncre cooperatioo 
( C) 176 essentially no change 
(0) S sate less cooperatioo 
(E) l r:uch less cooperaticn 
458 
S. As a result of participating in a PAT, do you feel t.""tere has t:een a 
chan3e in the productivity of ycur \\'Ork grcup? 
(A) ~ significant increase 









6. As a result of participating in a PAT, do you feel that you have 
rrore influence ai decisiais that affect yoxr job? 
(A) 52 rcuch, mre influence 
(B) ~ sanewhat · mre influence 
(C) ~ abo.1t the same influence 
(D) 2 sanewhat less influence 
( E) 3 rcuch less influence 
461 
7. As a result of participating in a PAT, has yoJr supervisor• s 
appreciatiai of yoxr contribrt.iai dianged? 
(A) 35 nuc::n irrire appreciatiai 
(B) ~ sanewhat ncre appreciatiai 
(C) 237 essentially rx:, change 
(D) _L sanewhat less appreciatiai 
(E) 5 nuch less appreciatiai 
452 
8. As a result of participating in a PAT, do you see rrcre 
opp:>rtunities for irrprovement in yo.Ir 'NOrk area? 
(A) 145 rrany nt:>re q:p:>rtunities · 
(B) 230 a fe,, m:,re cpportunities 
( c) 79 essentially oo change 
(D) _i. a fe,, less q;,portunities 
(E) 1 rre.ny fewer c:pportunities 
460 
9. As a result of participating in a PAT, are you better able to use 




10. · Do all team rrerct>ers in yo.Ir PAT have about an equal opportunity to 




11. Has PAT participatiai changed the way you feel about yoxr job? 
(A) 46 rruc::n rtere satisfied 
(B) ..l!Q._ sanewhat rtere satisfied 
( C) 184 essentially oo change 
(D) 18 sanewhat less satisfied 
(E) 3 rcuch less satisfied 
461 
50 
12. Do you feel the training yol have received in the PAT progta.m helps 
make yr:» a r.cre valuable errployee? . 
(A) 219 definitely yes 
(B) 163 ~t 
(C) 48 undecided 
(D) 29 probably not 
(E) 7 definitely not 
466 
13. Do you feel ~e time spent in PAT meetings is nade up for by 
increased effectiveness en }'Olr job? 
(A) 139 Definitely yes 
(B) 198 Ptobably yes 
(C) 62 Not sure 
(D) 56 Probably not 
(E) 9 Definitely not 
464 
14. As a result of participating in a PAT, has there been a ·d'lange in 
yoJr attitude towards your fe1low team ne1oers? 
(A) 93 Feel m.ld1 closer 
---
Feel salll!'tfflat closer 
Essentially no d1ange in attitude towards fellow team l'IE!!fb!rs 
Feel sane less closer 
Feel nuch less closer 
15. Do yol feel your supervisor supports your involvement in the PAT program? 
(A) 299 definitely yes 
(B) 86 probably yes 
(C) 49 neutral feelings 
(D) 19 probably not 
(E) 12 definitely not 
465 
16. If the PAT process were g:>ing to be changed: 
a) what areas 'WOUld yai change? 
(Various Responses) 
b) what areas '40lld you definitely not d,ange? 
(Various Responses) 
c) krf a:uanents about PAT• s yai '4110lld like to make? 
(Various Resca1aes) 
51 
17. Belcw are a variety of reasais 'lkrf :i;:eq;:,le are involved in P.A.T. 's and you 
llBY want to aai others. Please rank yr::»:r rea.salS for participa.tl.on, with 
( 1) = nest ~, ( 2) = next m::ist .irlp::B:tant, etc • 
• Rest>. 
221 (A) 0 
19 (B) D 
72 (C) D 
Opportunity to contribute mt thoughts to iITprove \toOrk 
enVl..I'alrtEnt/solve local problems. 
Greater q;:p:,rtunity to be creative at \toOrk. 





Greater q;:p:,rtuni.ty for rea::.gnition of what I can cc::ntrl.bute. 
To learn rrore about rrethods/techniques. 
32 (F) D To inter-relate nore with others 
-12._(G) D 
400 
18. CCnsidering all factors involved, do you feel the PAT process is w0rt:hwl.le'? 
(A) 328 definitely yes 
(B) 95 probably yes 
(C) 30 neutral feelings 
(D) 9 probably not 
(E) 2 definitely not 
464 
19, What is your role and ho,,., long have ycu been involved in the P,A,T, 
program. 
Role? 
Team Memer 308 
Assistant Team Leader 39 
Team Leader 74 
Facilitator 44 
465 
M::mt:hs 278 < 12 Mo. 
196 > 12 Mo, 
474 
21. Has your Team made arry Ma.naganent Presentations? 
346 0 Yes 101 D No 
22. What is your rrajor organization? 
(A) • Hurren Resources 8 
(B). Information Services 61 
( C) • Public Affairs 6 
(D) • Exploratl.on & Prcxiuction 6 
(E). Researd'l & Developnent 71 
( F) • Petroleum Products Group 52 
23. Check ai:plicable box: 
If yes, hcM many? -----
(Cleek One) 
(G). 
(H). Corp:irate Engineering 
(I). Clem. Co, 
(J). Corp:irate Services 
(K). Minerals 






2 (L). Other: ---------~ 



















PARl'ICIPATIVE ACTICN TFJ\M (1JES'rIOONAIRE 
DEX::EMBER, 1984 
ResPOnSes & Weicmt1ng Factor• 
Question 
Have camunications between :you and your supervisor 
inl:>roved? 
Have a::mrunications between~ and your <X>-WOrkers 
inproved? 
Has there been a change in teamr.ork between :your 
work qroup and your suoervisor? 
llas there heen a dlange in teamr.ork aioong the 
pecple in your "NOrk grou,e? 
lb you feel there has been a change in the 
.eroouctivit:t: of your work gn:lll_e? 
lb you feel that ~ have nnre influence on 
decisions that affect your job? 
Has your supervisor's appreciation of ~r 
a::intrib.ttion changed? 
lb you see rrore (TI?Ortunities for inproverent in 
your work area? 
llas PAT partici.pation changecl the way }'Ott feel 
about your job? 
lb you feel the training you have received in the 
PAT progrnm helps make you a nore valuable 
enployee? 

































+l 0 -1 -2 
180 237 3 2 
39 52 1 -
262 118 1 0 
57 26 - 0 
170 223 10 3 
37 49 2 1 
205 176 5 l 
45 38 1 -
186 182 10 2 
41 40 2 -
202 202 2 3 
44 44 - 1 - -- --- ----
166 237 9 5 
37 52 2 1 
230 79 5 1 
50 17 l -
210 184 18 3 
46 40 4 -
163 48 29 7 





Graph of Weiqhted Averaqes 
Avq. +2 +l 0 -1 -2 
w 
0.54 
• 0.91 w 










I II : 11 1 I 
1.20 - ---- ---- --
1982 Weighted Averages 
1903 Weighted Avera<Jes 










Res ponsee & Weighting Facto1 Grapn of We!ghted Averages 
Question +2 +l 0 -1 -2 Avg. +2 +l 0 -1 
I 
lb you feel the time spent in PAT meetings is made N 139 198 62 56 9 111111111 
up for bv increased effecti venese on your iob? I 30 43 13 12 2 0.87 
I 
Has there been a dlange in your attitooe t:t:Mards N 93 241 124 1 2 
111111111 
your fellow team menbers? I 20 52 27 - 1 0.92 
lb you feel your supervisor supports }'Ollr N 299 86 49 19 12 
involvement in the PAT 1..1&.U\.I&. ..... ,? I 64 19 11 4 2 1.38 
I I 
O:>neidering al 1 factors involved. do you feel the N 328 95 30 9 2 
1111111111111111 
·-PAT process is worthwhile? I 71 21 6 2 - 1.59 
N ' -- --Are you better able to use your personal 
capabilities to inprove }!Our w:>rk environnent? Yes 367 00 
No 90 20 
457 100 
lb all team members in }!Our PAT have about an EqUa1 N -- % qp,rtunity to neke CX>ntributions to the PAT 
process? Yes 440 95 
No 22 5 
462 100-














2. Self developnent and growth. 
3. 1b inter-relate m::>re with others. 
4. 1b learn nore about methods/techniques. 
5. Greater cpportunity for recognitioo of "'11at I can contrioote. 



















PARrICIPATIVE l'ICTION TEl'IM QUESTIONNAIRE 
~ER, 1984 
Responses & Weiyhting FactoI Grapn of Welahted Averages 
Questicn +2 +l 0 -1 -2 Avg. +2 +l 0 -1 
I 
lb }'OU feel the time spent in PAT meetings is rrade N 139 198 62 56 9 111111111 
up for by increased effectiveness en your job? I 30 43 13 12 2 0.87 
I 
Has ·there been a dlange in your attitooe t:£:Mards N 93 241 124 1 2 
IH 11111 
your fella.,, team menbers? I 20 52 27 - 1 0.92 
lb you feel :your supervisor 8lJRX)rts your N 299 B6 49 19 12 
involvement in the PAT program? I 64 19 11 4 2 1.38 
I 
Chnsidering c,11 factors involved, do }'OU feel the N 328 95 30 9 2 
IIIIU 11111111 
PAT process is wort.hwhile? I 71 21 6 2 - 1.59 
N % --Are }'OU better able to use your personal 
capabilities to inprove your w:>rlc environnent? Yes 367 00 
No 90 20 
457 100 
lb all team nenbers in your PAT have about an equal N % -- --q::p,rtunity to nake oontributions to the PAT 
process? Yes 440 95 
No 22 5 
462 100-
N I l't:>st i.np:>rtant reasons for partkipation: 














2. Self developnent and grCMth. 
3. 1b inter-relate nore with others. 
4. To learn nore about methods/techniques. 
5. Greater q,portunity for rec'Ogtliticn of what I can <Xlntribute. 












RESPCNSES 'ID P.A.T. (J.JESTIONNAIRE 
DECEMBER, 1984 
I DISTRIBt.Jl'IOO 
EMPI.OYEES 001.E IN P.A.T. TIME IN P.A.'1 
NOJ- ASST. UNDER OVER 
OJESTIOO AND RESPCNSES rw,r;,011r J c.ACl"lt' J EXEMPl FAC. lDR. IDR. MEMBEI 12 ID • 12 M). 
result of pirticipating in a PAT, 
:x:mrunications between you arrl you1 
1isor inproved? (. 541 ( .41) ( .63] ( .61) (. 72 ( .67' ( .47) (.51' ( .60 
;,at inprovement 8.1 2.6 12~1 7.3 13.5 15.4 5.9 7.9 8.2 
ne inprovement 39.2 36.6 41.l 46.3 44.6 41.0 36.8 37.2 43.l 
:1entially oo d1ange 51.6 59.8 45.7 46.3 41.9 41.0 56.0 SJ.I 48.8 
rse 0.1 1.0 0.4 o.o o.o o.o 1.0 1.1 o.o 
::h worse 0.4 o.o 0.8 o.o o.o 2.6 0.3 0.7 o.o 
result of pirticipating in a PAT, 
ocmrunication between you arrl your 
rkers inproved? ( .91' ( .85) ( .96 (1.00)(1.14)(1.03) ( .83) ( .87) ( .97) 
eat inprovement 17.4 12.J 21.1 22.0 25.7 25.6 13.6 16.2 18.4 
ne inprovement 56.8 60.5 54.l 56.1 62.2 51.3 56.6 55.0 60.2 
aentially n:> cnange 25.6 21.2 24.4 22.0 12.2 23.1 29.S 28.4 21.4 
rse 0.2 o.o 0.4 o.o o.o o.o 0.3 0.4 o.o 
::h worse o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
result of participating in a PAT, 
:1ere been a change in tearrwork 
en your \\Ork group arrl your 
1risor? (. 56: ( .49 ( .61] ( .63: (. 72 (. 12: ( .49 <. 52: ( .63 
::!'\ nore cooperation 11.0 8.3 12.9 7.5 18.9 18.0 8.5 10.2 12.3 
ne nore cnoperation 37.J 36.5 37.9 48.0 37.8 41.0 35.7 36.1 40.5 
aentially rv mange 48.9 51.6 47.0 45.0 39.2 35.9 53.l 50.0 45.6 
ne less o::,operation 2.2 3.1 1.5 o.o 4.1 5.1 1.6 2.9 1.0 
::h less cooperation 0.7 o.s 0.8 o.o o.o o.o 1.0 0.1 o.s 
result of participating in a PAT, 
here been a mange in tearrwork 
the people in your \'.Qrk group? (. 74 (. 70 (. 77] ( .83) ( .88) ( .87) ( .68 (. 74; (. 75 
Gh nore ax,peration 15.5 14.0 16.5 15.0 21.6 20.5 13.4 15.6 14.8 
re nore cooperati.on 44.8 45.1 44.5 55.0 50.0 48.7 41. 7 
44.0 46.9 
sentially ro mange 38.4 38.9 38.l 27.5 24.3 28.2 44.6 
39.3 36.7 
ne less cnoperation J.1 1.6 0.8 2.5 2.7 2.6 o. 3 I. I 1.0 
ch less cnoperol ion 0.2 0.5 o.o o.o 1.4 0.0 o.o o.o 0.5 
~- --- ·- .. ~~ ---- --- -------·----
( ) Ntmbers in parentheses are wei<]hted averaqes. 
PRES. MADE 
NO YF.s 


















(. 50 ( .82 
3.8 19.3 
41.9 45.2 






QUESTICN AND RF.sPCNSFS 
5. As a result of participating in a PA.T, 
do you feel there has been a change in 
the productivity of your ~rk groop? . significant increase . slight increase . no noticeable d,angP-. slight decrease . significant decrease 
6. As a result of participating in a PAT, 
do you feel that you have nore 
influence 01 decisions that affect your 
job? 
• nuch, nore influence 
• scmewhat nore influence 
• about the sane influence 
• scmewhat less influence 
• nuch less influence 
7. As a result of participating in a PAT, 
has your supervisor's appreciation of 
your ~rk perfonnance changed? 
• nuch nore appreciation 
• scmewhat nore appreciation 
• essentially no change 
• scmewhat less appreciation 
• nuch less appreciation 
RESPCNSES 'IO P.A.T. OJESTI~RE 
DIOC!EMBER, 1984 
I DISTRIBUrIOO 
an>I.OYEES ROLE IN P.A.T. 
NOO- ASST. 
CJVERAT.T .c.l\.CMt'J ~1 FAC. IDR. IDR. M&mEF 
(. 72) ( .61) (. 80) ( .88) (.91) ( .69) ( .66) 
17.0 12.9 20.1 22.5 24.3 12.8 15.0 
40.6 39.2 41. 7 45.0 43.2 46.2 39.4 
39,7 43.8 36.7 30.0 31.1 38.5 42,7 
2.2 4.1 0.8 2.5 1.4 2.6 2.3 
0.4 o.o 0.8 0.0 o.o o.o 0.7 
( .65) (. 55) (. 71) ( .81) (. 79) (. 72) (.59) 
11.3 6.2 15.0 16.7 14.7 18.0 9.1 
43.8 44.1 43.6 50.0 52.0 41.0 41. 7 
43.8 48.7 40.2 31.0 32.0 38.5 48,5 
0.4 1.0 o.o 2.4 0.0 o.o 0.3 
0.7 o.o 1,1 0.0 1.3 2.6 0.3 
( .48) (. 39) (. 55) ( .56) ( .66) (. 51) ( .42) 
7.7 3.1 11.1 9.8 13.5 7.7 6.0 
36.7 36.7 36.8 41.4 44.6 43.6 33.4 
52.4 56.6 49.4 46.3 36.5 43.6 58.3 
2.0 3,1 1.2 0.0 5.4 2.6 1.3 
1.1 0.5 1.5 2.4 o.o 2.6 1.0 
TIME IN P.A.'l PRES. MADE 
UNOOR OVER 
12 ID. 12 K). NO YES 
( .65) (, 85) (.38) ( .82) 
14.9 21.4 4.8 20.7 
38.2 44.4 30.8 44.0 
44.4 31.6 62.5 32.S 
1.8 2,6 1.9 2,3 
0.7 o.o o.o 0.6 
( .63) ( .69) ( ,44) (. 71' 
11. 7 11. 7 3.8 14.0 
40. 7 47,7 36.2 45.7 
46.9 39. l 60.0 38.9 
o.o 1.0 o.o 0.6 
0.7 0.5 o.o 0.9 
( .44) (. 56) (. 27) (. 55) 
7.5 8.2 2.9 8.8 
34.2 41.5 24.0 41.2 
54.S 48,2 70,2 47,1 
1.9 2.1 2.9 1.9 
1.9 o.o o.o 1.2 
Vl 
-...J 
(JJESTIOO AND RESPOOSES 
8. As a result of participating in a PAT, 
do you see nore q:p:>rtunities for 
inprovement in your work area? 
• many nore q:p:>rtunities 
• a ff!!il nore q:p:>rtunities 
• essentially n:> dlange 
• a ff!!il less q:p:>rtunities 
• many felllt'er q:p:>rtunities 
9. As a result of participating in a PAT, 
are you better able to use your 
personal capabilities to inprove your 
work environnent? 
. Yes . No 
10. Do all team namers in your PAT have 
about an equal c:pportunity to nake 
ccntributions to the PAT process? . Yes . No 
11. Hae PAT participation changed the way 
you feel al:xJut your job? 
• nuch nore satisfied 
• eonewhat nore satisfied 
• essentially o:> change 
• sanei.-A'lat less satisfied -
• rruch less satisfieo 
-------· 
RESPCNSF.s ro P.A.T. O}ES'l'l~IRE 
DB::EMBER, 1984 
I DISTRIBlJI'IOO 
EMPlDYEE.S IOLE IN P.A.T. 
NCN- ASST. 
OVERALl ~I a;.n.a;£·u- I FAC. IDR. IDR. MEMBEF 
(1.12 (1.01: (1.20) (1.10)(1.21)(1.23'. (1.09 
31.!> 25.8 35.7 33.5 36.0 38.5 29.4 
so.o 50.5 49.6 42.9 50.7 46.2 52.0 
11.2 22.2 13.5 23.8 12.0 15.4 17.0 
1.1 1.6 0.0 o.o 1.3 o.o 1.3 
0.2 o.o 0.4 o.o o.o o.o 0.3 
80.3 74.6 84.5 78. l 86.7 89.7 77.6 
19.7 25.4 15.5 22.0 13.3 10.3 22.4 
95.2 95.9 94.7 100.( 93.3 97.4 94.8 
4.8 4.1 5.3 o.o 6.7 2.6 5.2 
( .60'. (. 51 ( .67 (. 72) ( .19· (. 72) < .53: 
10.0 5.6 13.2 16.3 13.3 1.1 8.5 
45.6 47.5 44.2 46.5 56.0 56.4 41.8 
39.9 40.3 39.6 30.2 28.0 35.9 44.4 
3.9 5.6 2.6 7.0 1.3 0.0 4.6 
0.1 1.0 0.4 0.0 1.3 o.o 0.1 
TIME IN -P.A.'l PRES. MADE 
UNDER OVER 
12 K> • 12 K). NJ YES 
(1.17' (l.06 (l.03)(1.15 
33.5 29.4 27.6 33.0 
so.o 50.3 49.5 50.4 
16.2 17.8 21.9 15.2 
0.4 2.0 1.0 1.2 
o.o 0.5 o.o 0.3 
81.3 78.9 72.0 82.6 
18.8 21.1 28.0 17.4 
94.6 95.9 96.2 94.9 
5.5 4.1 J.8 5.1 
( .59 ( .64) c .Jo: ( .69 
9.2 11.1 3.8 11. 7 
46.0 46.0 31.4 49.1 
40.l 38.9 57.1 35.4 
4.0 3.5 5.7 J.4 




OOES}'IOO AND RESPCNSES 
12. Do }'0-1 feel the training yo.i have 
received in the PAT program helps rreke 
you a nore valuable enployee? . Definitely yes . Sanewhat . Undecided . Probably oot 
. Definitely not 
13. Do you feel the tine spent in PAT 
meetings is nade up for 1:¥ increased 
effectiveness en ya.tr job? 
. Definitely yes . Probably yes . Not sure 
. Probably not . Definitely mt 
14. As a result of participating in a PAT, 
has there been a change in your att:itudE 
towards your fellOrl team rnenhers? . Feel nuch closer . Feel somewhat closer . Essentially rn mange in attitude . Feel~ less closer . Feel nudl less closer 
15. IX> you feel ynir supervisor supports 
your involverrent in the PAT program? . Definitely yes . Probably yes . Neutral feelings . Probah l y rnt 
. Definitely mt 
--
RESPONSES TO P.A.T. QUESTIONNAIRE 
DOCEMBER, 1984 
I DISTRIBlJl'ICN 
EMPlDYEES ROLE IN P.A.T. 
~- ASST. 
OVERALi. ----- FAC. WR. WR. MEMBEI ~J ~· 
(l.20) {1.14 ) (1.24) (1.57)(1.44)(1.59 ) (l.04) 
47.0 46.7 47.2 65.9 65.5 66.7 31.1 
35.0 34.2 35.6 29.6 24.0 28.2 38.7 
10.3 7.5 12.4 2.3 2.7 2.6 14.2 
6.2 9.1 4.1 o.o 5.3 2,6 8.1 
1.5 2.5 0.8 2.3 2.7 o.o 1.3 
( .87) ( .65) (1.03) (1.02)(1.07)(1.15) (. 77) 
30.0 25.3 33.5 41.9 38.7 33.3 26.2 
42.7 37.4 46.6 39.5 42.7 53.9 41.4 
13.4 17.7 10.2 2.3 8.0 7.7 16.8 
12.1 16.7 8.7 11.6 8.0 5.1 13.9 
1.9 3.0 1.1 4.7 2.7 o.o 1.6 
( .92) (. 91) (. 92) (1.03)( .88) (1.05) (. 90) 
20.2 16.9 22.6 22.5 17.J 33.J 19.1 
52.J 58.0 48.1 57.5 57.3 43.6 51.5 
26.9 24.6 28.6 20.0 22.7 20.5 29.5 
0.2 0.5 o.o o.o 1.3 o.o o.o 
0.4 o.o 0.8 0.0 1.3 2.6 o.o 
( 1.38) ( 1. 36) (1.39) (1.42)(1.36)(1.59) ( 1. 37) 
64.3 63.3 65.0 62.8 64.0 74.4 64.2 
18.5 18.6 18.4 23.3 18.7 18.0 17.4 
10.5 10.6 10.5 7.0 10.7 2.6 ] 1.9 
4.1 5.5 3.0 7.0 2.7 2.6 3.9 
2.6 2.0 3.0 0.0 4.0 2.6 2.6 
TIME IN P.A:ri 
UNDER OVER 
12 M'.:> • 12 M'.). 






( .86) (. 90) 
26.8 35.5 















3.9 o. 5 
-·-· ------ ----- ----- L-------- --- ----
PRES. MADE 
NO YES 
























----· ·-- -· 
Vl 
'° 
OJFSI'IOO AND RESPONSF.s 
l 7. Below are a variety of reasons wy 
people are involved in P.A.T. 's and yo.a 
may want to add others. Please rank 
yoor nost inportant reason for 
participation. . c«>ortunity to oontribute ny thooghts 
to inprove work environment/solve 
local problems. . Greater ~rtunity to be creative at 
work. . Self developnent and growth. . Greater cpportunity for recognition 
of wat I can oontribute. . To learn nore about methods/tedlniq. . To inter-relate nnre with others . Other 
18. Considering all factors involved, do you 
feel the PAT process is worthwhile? . Definitely yes . Probably yes . Neutral feelings . Probably rot . Definitely not 
Overall Weighted Averages 
RESPONSES 'ro P.A.T. CUESrlONNAIRE 
DEX::EMBER, 1984 
I DISTRIBtJI'ICN 
EMPIDYEES 101.E IN P.A.T. 
tm- ASST. 
(Jl/F.RA T J" ___ .. ~· FAC.. WR. IDR. M™BEF 
55.3 49.5 60.1 28.2 58.2 35.3 61.3 
4.8 3.3 6.0 2.6 3.0 8.8 5.0 
18.0 19.2 17.0 43.6 17.9 29.4 12.6 
4.8 3.9 5.5 2.6 6.0 5.9 4.6 
5.5 6.0 5.1 5.1 1.5 a.a 6.1 
8.0 11.5 5.1 10.3 10.5 5.9 7.3 
3.4 6.6 1.4 7.7 3.0 5.9 3.1 
(1. 59) (1.44 (1. 71) (1.75)(1.73)(1.74) (1. 52) 
70.7 60.8 78.1 84.1 77.3 82.1 65.9 
20.s 26.6 15.9 9.1 18.7 12.8 23.4 
6.5 8.5 4.9 4.6 4.0 2.6 7.8 
1.9 3.5 0.8 2.3 o.o 2.6 2.3 
0.4 0.5 0.4 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.7 
( .88) (. 79) (. 94) (. 99) ( 1.02) 
I 
{ 1.0. ) (. 81) 
·- -
TIME IN P.A.'1 PRES. MADE 
UNIER OVER 
12 K.). 12 MJ. 00 YES 
51.5 60.7 51.0 56.4 
4.6 4.8 8.2 3.7 
20. 7 14.9 18.4 17.8 
5.1 4.2 4.1 5.0 
5.9 4.8 5.1 5.7 
8.9 6.6 10.2 7.4 
3.4 4.2 3.1 4.0 
(1.57) (1.62) (1.36)(1.66 
68.8 72.7 54.7 75.0 
21. 7 19.7 30.2 18.2 
1.1 4.6 12.3 4.6 
1.1 3.0 1.9 2.0 
0.7 o.o 0.9 0.3 
( .86) (. 91) ( .65 (. 95 
. 
~SPONSES 'IO 
?ARl'!CIPAT~l'Z ACT!ON ~ QUFST!ONNi\IRE 
D.\TE: 12/30/85 
I • 
_;s a resul-:. of participating in a ?AT, have o::r.m:.:.~ica~icr.s 
a.~a your s~pervisor L-:;,roved? :;,e~·...een you ... \ A A ',..., ., ., 
( B) 168 
( C) 246 -
(D) 3 -




essentially no change as a result cf PAT invol7erent 
~rse 
ruch ~rse 
2. ~ a resul-:. of participating in a PAT, ':lave o::mnunication 
be't'Ren you and your co-workers i.n;)roved? 
(A) 78 great i.mproverrent 
(B) 258 scxne irnprovenent 
( C) _1lL essentially no change as a result of ?AT invol veren-:. 
(D) _j_ ~rse 
( E) O rruch ~rse 
467 
3. As a result of participating in a PAT, has there been a c:::-.a11ge in 
tearn'tltilc:>r~ bet...een your work group and your super-;isor? 
(A) c: ... much m:,re cooperation JI -
:si 173 sate rt0re c:)Operation 
( C) 228 essentially no d'lange 
(J) 4 sare less a,operation 
{ ~} 2 :tl!.lch. less a,operation 
464 
4. As a resclt of participating in a ??>.T, has t"lere been a c:::-..a.":ge i~ 
team,,,ork aoong t"le people in your w::>rl< group? 
(A) _..§.!._ l'tlUC'l more cooperation 
(3) 228 sane m:>re a,operation 




sare less a,operation 
rruch less a,operation 
5. As a result of participating in a PAT, do you feel t.,ere has been a 
cha.,ge in t.'1-\e productivity of your w::>rk group? 







( E) ') 
466 
sl ig.'1-\t increase 




.;s a !"es~~ -- ;ar-:.i::i;a-::!~g , - a ?~:', .:=c :-::-.:.. !*l 
::-.ore i:::::!..~e.'1ce on decis:.:r.s t.'-:.a:: a.:::ec: !'Ou: ::o? 
(A) 47 :m:c.'1, rrore i~laence 
'.3) 192 sett:ewhat. :rcre i:lf:!..·~ence 
( C) 22~ aoout t.~e sa.';'e i:lf:!...:ence 
(D) 5 - scrne-...hat less i:1::!..~-.:r:ce 
(E) l ruch less i!".fluence 
465 
, • .l.s a result cf partici;:a-:i:ig i:: a ?.;T, i"'..as y:::ur su;:er-:iscr's 
appreciation of :your ccntributi:::1 c-.a.,ged? 
(A) 40 muc:,. .:'IOre ap~reci:l::.:.:::: 
(a) -112._ scrnewha': iiCre apprec:.a:.i~n 
(C) 232 essentially ~o c:-.an;a 
(D) 6 sarew'ha': less apprecia':.icn 
!T!.l~~ less ~reciaticn (E) 2 
458 
8. As a res'..ll-: of oar-:.i::i::a-:.i:-..c i:: a ?.!.T, ao voi.l see rrore 
opport.ur.i ':ies :or i..-;;:rove:-e;t. i~ ye~:=- ....ork - area? 
(A) 138 many r.-o,e op:5X'n:uni -:.:es 
( B) 249 a few ::"ere ocoor-:uni t.ies 
(C) iO essentially no changt'! 
(D) 5 a few less q;:p:,rtur.i :.:.es 
( E) 3 r.Eny :ewer :~rt'..:.-.i:. ~~s 
465 
? • .!.s a res:.1.l:: c: ;:a:-':ici:;,G~i:ig i:1 a ?;,:i, are v-o;.: tet:.~r able ~ :.:.se 




10. :>a all tea.'i: ::-erbe:s i.:i :'Cur PA'= :-.ave a=o~ a.. ~ C990r':~i-:.::- -:.:::, 




11. gas PAT partici;a~ion c:-.a."lged t:~e ....-ay you fa.el a.bo1.!t your jcb? 
(A) 56 much rrore sat.:sfied 
(B) 205 ~ rore satis:ied 
( C) 184 essentially r.o d"l.an.ge -
( u) 17 scr.ewhat less satis:i:e. 
( E) 2 rruc.'1 less sat:s:.:~ 
464 
61 
~ 2. :::0 you :eel -:..--:e t.rab.inq vou have received i:i ~'-.e P.~T ;ro;ra.'TI hel?s 
make you a rrore valuacle ~loyee? 
(Al~ definitely yes 
( 3) 160 sanewha~ -( Cl 44 -..:..~ecided 
(J) 38 prooa.bly not 
( E) 2 definitely not 
467 
13. Do you feel t..\;.e time 5P=nt in PAT :neet.ings is rrade up for bf 
increased effectiveness a1 your job? 
(A} , 4, Cefinitely yes 
( B) 192 ?robably yes -
( C) 76 Not sure 
(D) 43 Probably not 
(El 1 , Ce:initely not 
463 
14. As a result of participating in a P.~T, has t.1-iei:-e been a change 
your actit:.xie towards your fellow team rre:nbers? 
(A) 99 Feel much closer -
(B) 252 Feel sc::xnewhat closer • 
in 
<cl 1 oa 
(D) S 
Essentially no c::-..ange in a:t:titude -:=-..,a,rds :ellow tea.'TI ~rs 
Feel sane less closer 
(E) Feel rruch less closer 
465 
15. :)o you :eel your su~rvisor sup9=)rts your invol·.:enent: :n t."'le ?AT ;rogra.n? 
(A) 298 cefinitely yes -
( B) 1 '), ;robably yes 
( C) 41 neutral :eelings 
(D) ·9 probably not -
(E) ,; definitely not 
465 
16. considering all factors invol11ed, do you feel t..'":.e PAT activi<:.7 is 
wort.~while? 
(A) 3C9 definitely yes -
( B) 112 probably yes -
(C) 35 neutral feelings 
(D) 6 probably not 
( E) 5 definitely not 
467'" 
62 
:elow are a varie1:·.r -::: :eascns ~w -:eoole are i::·:cl':ed :..:: ? .. ;;:. 's a.-c . ~-
-::ay want t::: add c-:.E:ers. ?lease ra."lk your reasor.s for ;a::-:.:=:.;a:.:.:::1, ·..;;.-:..-. 
( 1 ) = ITDst i..,;x, r<:.a. "'lt, ; 2 ) = next :mst iin;;x:> rumt, et;C. ?"":..Z.;.s::: ?~~ 4 ·':'R 




















-i i cr::;crt:::~i-:y -- con1=.:-i~t.:"te rr:t t.~Ol.'C~:..S ... _ 
envi ror.r.e~-:./ sc:. ·.;e local E)Coble:ns. 
O Greater ~;:or<:::."lity t::> l:::e ceative a-: ·...c:k. 
0 ?otential ?.~T awards. 
D Self develo;:m::-1t a.-..d growt..'i.. 
O Greater q;:?C:-::.:r.:. -:::· :: r reccgr.i :.icn o: ·...ta-: I ::::...-. ::::::::-:: :.::-_-:.e. 
0 :'a lear.i ~re abou~ :ret.."',ods/teC" .. "'li-~..1es. 
[] :'a inter-:ela-:e 1"0re ~i-:.~ ot:".e:s 
O Ot."1-\ers 
1 8. T ~ t.,e PAT ;,rocess ·....e:-~ c;oi ~ to l::e c:-.angec: 
a) 'whic:::1 of t..'-:.e areas in q..:estion \ 7 above ·.,;,ould you C:-.an<;e? 
j ?.e~. , <l '.· 7 
~ 
:::n -GI I - -
.... , 'what areas WO". r ::,-oo cef :.:-. : ,:e~y r.ot ~-:::a.-:; e _1 _, --
?.e:=. 222 11 . 5 :1 5 , 1 ·9 306 :~~ n I! r r CI - - r-A 3 D E ' . G : ~ -.... - - . L. 













Mon':..""'..S 241 < 12 ~:. 
22i > 1 2 ~'.,:. 
468 
:J. :ias your ':':a.-:l ::-a.de a.-.y ~..a..-.agem,m't: Present:.a.t.ions? 
398 0 Yes 76 L No r: yes, how irany? 4 i 4 ~'t.al ?.esp. -----
°i'aia't: is :'Ot.:r '.':'ejor cr;a.-.:za-:.ion? (~eek er.el 
~ ,;) . H:.:ra., Resources ~ { F) • ~en. /?etro.? rc:xfac:-...s :4 
: a) • !::fo~tior. Services 83 (G) • T-- ~3 ' -·-· 
(Cl. Public Affairs 4 (S) • Corp. Engr. & Services 113 
( D) • ::::cpl on:: ion & Produc::cn 97 ( I l . ot..~er: 20 
( E). Resear~h & ::::>evelo;:men-c 61 
22. Clecx applicable box: 
, 98 D Exer;;t 270 ~ ~on Exe:npt (Sal. or Hrly. l 468 ~-:al ?.esp. -
23. :s t.~is t::.e first t.L're you have parcicipated in the PAT survey? 
275 
D Yes 















PAR'rICIPA'flVE A.Cr ION Tfo.:.AH QlJl::.<i'l'lONNA rnE 
Dl~Cl!MBEH, 1985 
1 :,!/'I0/115 
Res :ionsc~ & We 1ql1t lM Factor• Graph of l*!t<Jhted J\v1ii ;·•·J«! (hllf)(JC-
Question +2 +I 0 -1 -2 Avq. +2 +1 0 -1 -2 
Have cnnnunications between you and your supervisor N 4-1 168 246 3 1 ~ i1Jl>rove<l7 ' 10 36 53 1 - .54 ---· ---lOirr,, 
Have cnnrunications between you and your O>-WOrkers N 78 25U 120 3 0 
i•!!.>roved? ' 17 55 27 1 0 .88 
~~· 
--
l~ Has there been a change in teamwork between yollr N 57 1"/3 228 4 2 
work qroup and vour suoervisor? ' 12 37 <49 1 1 .60 
Has there been a change in teanw>rk M10ng the N 61 228 170 5 1 l~ 
oeoole in your \oK>rk qroup? ' 1) 49 37 1 - .74 
Do you feel thece has been a cha1¥Jc In tlle N 76 174 209 7 0 ~ productivity of your ~rk group? ' 16 37 45 2 0 .68 ---- --
Do you feel that you have nnre influence on N 47 192 220 5 1 ~ decisions that affect ,your iob? ' 10 41 48 1 - .60 
Has your supervisor's appreciation of your N 40 176 232 6 2 ~ contribution chi\J'lqed? ' 9 39 51 1 - .54 
Do you see imre opportunl ties for ilt{)rovement in IJ 138 249 70 5 3 ~ IWJlf 





llas PAT participation d1anged the "'10Y you feel N 56 205 164 17 2 
ahout ~ur job? ' 12 44 40 4 - .64 
Oo you foel the training you have received in the ~ llllJlt 
"' 
,,,,, 
PAT program helps nake you a nnrc valuable N 22) 160 44 38 2 
employee? ' 48 ]4 10 fJ - 1.21 
* W?i9hti~~ Factor General Resi22nses Overall 
Great lll{)rovement +.112 r::...:::-.:..:. __ ) 1982 Weighted Avt!r,1•J1! (li;u111e 
tl Sane lll{)rovernent 
0 P.ssent lat l y It> Clum<Je 1.07 IJ I Ill Ill II )98} Wei9hl.od I\Vt!I ,WJ«~ (1ld1W)t! 
-1 Worse 
-2 Much Won;e ,.no 
..., __ 
l'J04 Weiyhled I\Vtir ,t•Jt~ (lldll<jl! 




P,\lt'rICH'A'rIVE AC'l'JOt-1 'l't-:1\M IJ(Jl~i"l'IONNAIIU: 
I JECl,MBl~H I l'HI ., 
Re:; lOOses & We1qhtinq Facto, Gra1lh of ~l~hled Av1ir ,,'JC O\i:111<Je 
guest ion t2 +1 0 -1 -2 Av9. +2 ·t 1 0 -1 -2 -
IWJ.l!I_I 13. Oo you feel Ule time apent in I'/\'I' ll\l~ctinJs is nude N 141 192 76 43 11 
u~ for 1:1)' increased effect i vencss m your job? % )1 42 16 9 2 .UB ~~ ----
llWJJII 14. llas Ulcre been a dtange in your attito1e towards N 99 252 IOH 5 1 
your fellow te{1111 rremhers? % 22 54 2) 1 - .95 ~.-..., 
.. 
15. no you feel your supervisor supports your 298 101 41 19 6 - .• u l'' '''''-' i nvolverr~nt in the PAT proqram? % 64 22 9 4 1 1.43 - ---- ----,_ --
Jilll 
--
16. Con:1 i1for i n<_J all faclora invol v,~t, <lo you feel lJ1e N HJ•) 11 2 ]'.1 (i 5 Jill.I I! I ,., ''' '\.':-. PA'l' proccs!i is \,,K'lrtJ,whi le? \\ f1I, 24 8 1 1 1. '>) -- ..___._ -- '-- ----N % 
9. Are you better able to use your personal -- --
capabilities to iR{lrovc your work environnent? Yes )84 8] 
No 77 17 
10. Do all team nanbcrs in your PA'l' have about an equa 1 N % 
011)0rt11n i Ly to make oontribut.ions t11 tJ1e PAT --
proces!l? YeH 4','} ~u 
No 7 2 
17. Most irrportant reasons for participation: N 9. 
1. Opportunity to contribute~ thought.a tn i.lprove ~rk cnvirorvnent/solve local probluns. 21)- 52 
2. f,clf developnent and growth. 
J. 1b illtt!r-rel<tt:.e ioore with others. -
4. •ro learn trllre about rrethods/techntques. 
5. Greater opportunity to I.IP. creative at \\Ork. 
b. Potential Pl\'I' awards. . 
7. Greater opport-tmlty for rec0Jniti1111 of whdt I c..;n co11tril>11lc:?. 
8. Otlu.·r 
















HE!:WONSl::S '(\) p .A. '1'. crn~sr IONUA IIU·: 
Dl~l~BEI<, PJ85 
--·-
I OISTHI IIHl'ION 
J,J,11'1 lWt-:l·:S llOIJ:: IN P.A.'1'. 'l'[MI~ [N P.A.'I 
1'X)N- ASS"r. UNl)l~R OIIF.H 
QIIES'l'IOM J\ND RESPONSl':S OVERAJJ I:Xl·Ml''I 1'.:Xt·Ml"l F'AC. IBIL mn. Ml·:MUl~I 12 W> . 12 fol). ·-
1. As a result of ()l\rticipatlng in a PAT, 
have CXW111Unications between you and your 
supervisor ipt>roved? (.54) ( • 47 l (~60) (. 73) ( .68) (.79) C.47) (.47) (.62) 
. great hrprovement 9.5 5.6 12.4 10.0 11.9 17.5 7.0 8.0 11.2 
. sane irrprovenent 36.4 35.9 36.7 5).3 45.2 37.5 32. 1 32. 1 41.0 . essentially no diange 53.3 50.5 49.4 36.7 41. 7 45.0 59.2 59.0 47.0 . ~rse 0.7 0.0 1.1 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.4 . nuch worse 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.3 0.0 0.4 
2. As a result of partlclpatlng in a PAT, 
have mtm11mk:ati()fl between you arrl your 
co-workcrn lnt>roved? (.AO) ( • ')0 ) ( .R7) (. ()0) ( 1 . 04 ) ( 1. 00 l (.RO) ( .1111 ) ( • fib) 
. great inproven~nt 16.7 14. 7 18.2 1 l.3 23.5 22.5 14.1 n.6 15.6 
. sane inproverent 55.l 60. 1 51. 7 63.3 56.5 62.5 52.2 53.2 56 .1 
. essentially no change 27.4 25.3 29.0 23.3 20.0 15.0 32.5 28.B 27.0 
. worse 0.6 0.0 1. 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.4 1.3 . nuch wurst? 0.0 o .o o.o 0 .o 0.0 () .o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
J. J\9 a resuJ t of participating in a PAT, 
has there been a change in tean«>rk 
between your work group and your 
supervisor? (.60) (. 59) ( .61 ) (.83) (.61) (.80) ( .54) (. 51 ) (.69) 
. nud, nnre CXlOperatlon 12.3 10.7 13.5 20.0 13. 1 20.0 9.9 9.6 15.0 
. sane nore cooper at ion 37.3 37. 1 37.5 43.3 38. 1 40.0 35.l 32.4 41.6 
. essentially no change 49. 1 52.) 46.8 36.7 46.4 40.0 53.6 57.6 41.2 
. scrne less O)Operation 0.9 o.o 1.5 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.9 0.4 1.3 
. nuch less CXlOperation 0.4 o.o 0.8 0.0 1.2 o.o O.l 0.0 0.9 
4. As a result of participating in a Pl\'I', 
has there been a mange in tearrw'>rk 
amonq the people in your "'°rk group? (.74) ( • 76) ( • 72) ( .AO) ( • DO ) (.78) ( • 6CJ ) (. 71 ) ( • 7', I 
. rruch mn-e C(1operc1t ic,n 1 l. 1 12.2 1 l.R 1~.7 11.R LL'> 12. 7 1L6 12. l 
. su1ie 11n1e ll'lOfJC~r,,t. Ion 41) .o 52.) 41, .6 '>0.0 58.IJ 52.'> 411. 4 44.4 51.:! 
. P.!,i;c11l. i ,, l I y 110 d111nq1! ·u;. 6 1 'i . II n.1 Hl.O 211.2 15.0 40.4 41. 2 ..l2. l 
sune lenr. o:,orx~rat lon 1. 1 
0 ,. 1. 5 :1. 3 (). 0 0.0 I.'> O.A 1. 7 . . ) 
. much h!SB co1>(•?rat ion 0.2 {). i) 0.4 0.0 1. 2 0.0 0. () (). () 0.4 
·---- ----- --- ---- --- -----
( ) N11nbers in parentJ11!m!s arc ~dyhtt'.'11 avcrWJ(! d1a11CJ<! f,1clot!i (maxi11111n = I 2.00) 
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QIIJ.:!i'l'ION mn nJo:SPONSl·:S 
5. As a rns11l t r,f participating in a PJ\'r, 
do you foel th1!re has hL'en a d1cHVJe in 
the prod11<:t.i11il:y of your work c,n>11pi' 
. si<Jnificant increase 
. sl h1ht incrcdse 
. no not iccable d1dn<Je . slight decrnase 
. siqnific:ant decrease 
6. As a result of 1.articipatin9 in a PA'r, 
do you foel that you have nore 
influence on ~cision!.I U1at affect yom 
job? 
• nuc::h, more influeni::e 
• sanewh,1t nore influence 
• about the S'ilre influcn~ 
• sc.rewhat less influence 
• much ],~ss influen<.::.~ 
-, . 1\.'l a result nf pdrt·ic:ipatirxJ in a PA'r, 
has your !3Upervisor'::; ,appreciation of 
your "'°rk performance d1an<Jt.'tr/ 
• much nnre appreciation 
• somewhat nore appreciation 
• essentially no d1anqe 
• r.N111.?\o61<1t: less awrcciation 
• much lc!:;s a(lpreciat ion 
IU:!H'l()NSKS '10 P.A. T. ~J~l'IONNAIH~ 
1)1~;r·M1m~, 1905 
% OIS'r1Ulll11'ION 
i,-1-1rr ,mms now IN P.A.T. 
KlN- ASs·r. 
OVl•:UAJJ l·:XEHl'I t·:Xl·:MPI FAC. inn. WR. MEHlll'.:I ---- ·--
( • 611 ) (. 6h) ( . 'JI ) ( • '/0) ( . ., /) (.68) ( .64) 
16.] 14. 1 17. 9 11. l 21.2 20.0 1L9 
31. 3 )').4 15.8 43.] l4. 1 32.5 37.9 
44.9 4'1. 4 4~i. 2 43. t 44.7 42.5 46.8 
1.5 2. () 1. 1 0.0 0.0 s.o 1.5 
o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 
( .60 l (. 57) ( .62 l ( .87 l ( .65 l ( .60 l (. 54 l 
10.1 0.6 11.2 20.0 9.5 15.0 U.3 
41. 3 40.4 42.0 46.7 47.6 37.5 39.4 
47.3 50.5 44.9 J).3 41.1 47.5 50.8 
I. 1 0.5 1.5 0.0 1.2 o.o 1.2 
0.2 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
( • 5'1) (.50) (. 58) ( .87) (.66) (.78) (. 44 l 
fJ. 7 5.6 11. 1 10.0 11.0 20.0 6.6 
]8.9 39.) 38.6 66.1 43.9 40.0 33.4 
50.1 54.1 48. 1 23.3 45. 1 37.5 57.8 
1.3 1.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.5 1.6 
0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 
Tl Ml·! 1N P.A. 'I l'IU·!S. MAOI~ 
Ut,()(i!H OJEU 
12 ft'.). 12 ft'.). uo Yl·:8 --· ·--
(.5C) ( .10) ( • '..!')) ( • /', I 
1 l.6 18.6 I. ) 18. II 
32.8 41.5 211.0 39.2 
51.6 39.0 f,9. l 40.S 
2.0 0.9 1.] 1.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
(.58) (.62 l ( • 47) (.62) 
10.4 9.4 4.0 11. 1 
39.6 43.4 40.0 41.1 
48.0 46.8 54.7 46.6 
1.6 0.4 1. l 1.0 
0.4 0.0 0.0 o.) 
(.49) (.59) (. 28) (. •;o J 
9.0 9.0 2.7 'L 7 
33.1 43.4 '27 .0 40.7 
56.3 45.9 6'/ .6 40.I 
l.2 1.3 1.4 1.3 






QUFSl'ION ml RF.SPONSES 
I\S a result of participating in a PAT, 
do you see nor~ opportWllLies for 
i"l,)rovement in your work area? 
• many more opportunities 
• a few more C{l()Ortunitieo 
• essentially no chan<Je 
• a few less (flPOrtunlties 
• many fewer q,portunltles 
As a result of p1rticlpatl11<J in a PAT, 
are you better able to use your 
personal C:lpabillties to inprove your 
work envlrot'llnent? . Yes . No 
Do all team nenbers in your PAT have 
about an erJllal opportunity to make 
contributions to U1e PAT pnx:ess? 
. Yes 
. No 
llas PAT participation d1a1l9ed U1e 1110y 
you feel about your- joh? 
• 1111<..:h more satisfied 
• sc:mewhat roore satisfied 
• essentially no chaOIJe 
• sanewhat less satisfled 
• much less satisfied 
Rl~POUSl:'.S 'IO P.A.T. QJESrIOONAIRE 
01-X:EMH~R, 1905 
I DISTIH rur10N 
EMPf D'fflf:s ROLE IN P.A.T. 
NOO- ASS'r. 
O'\IERAJ,l F.l{fl,IP'J EXJ-MP'l FAC. JnH. WR. HJ-"NBEI 
I 
(1.11) ( I .Ol) ( 1. 16) ( 1. 00 ) ( 1 • 17 )( 1. 20 ) (1.10) 
29.7 2).2 l4. 'i 20.0 31.3 40.0 29.5 
5].6 58.6 49.8 60.0 57.8 42.5 5).4 
15.1 16.2 14.2 20.0 7.2 15.0 16.0 
1.1 1. 'i 0.8 0.0 3.6 2.5 9. l 
0.7 o. 'i O.R 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.9 
8).3 84.0 82.13 90.0 88.0 79.5 82.0 
16.7 16.0 17.2 10.0 12. 1 20.5 18.0 
98.5 98.0 98.9 100.( 98.8 95.0 98.5 
1.5 2.0 1.1 o.c 1.2 5.0 1.5 
( .64) (.'>'i) (. 71 , ( • tJO) ( • -,4) ( • 05) ( • 'i7) 
12.1 9. 1 14.l 21.) 1 3. 1 25.0 9.0 
44.2 )9.4 47.7 46.7 51.2 35.0 44. 1 
39.7 40.5 H.1 26.7 12. 1 40.0 42.0 
l.7 3.0 4.1 3.3 3.6 o.o 4.) 
0.4 0.0 0. IJ 0.0 o.o o.o 0.6 
-
TIME HI P.A. 'I PIU-:S. HN)E 
UN>ER OlfRH 
12 M'.I. 12 KL l.f l n:!i 
(1.11) ( 1. U) ( I . 01) ( 1 • 11 l 
28.7 32. I 22.4 l 1. 3 
55.8 50. 'J 60.5 52.0 
1) .9 15.4 1S. ft 14. <J 
O.H 1. l 0.0 1. l 
0.8 0.4 1.) 0.5 
85.0 82. 1 86.5 82.5 
15.0 17.9 1J. 5 17 .5 
99.2 97.5 JOO.CJ 90.0 
0.8 2.5 o.r 2.0 
( .66) , .6,n ( • 40) ( . ()(,) 
11 .6 12. IJ 4.0 13.4 
46.8 41. I) 4'>.] 44.2 
38.4 39.7 4(1 • ., 30. 1 
2.8 5. 1 2.7 4.0 
0.4 0.4 I.) O.l 
l<E!il'<>N:;1,::; '1'l l'.J\.'I'. c_lll·:!i'l'l<lrlN/\1111·: 
I ll,X'EMlllill, 111ll'J 
9. Dlf.'l'HJl)ln'ION 
·1 ~ --f·Ml'WVEES ROI.I~ fN P.A. T. TH-IP. J N P .J\. 'I -· jifo~!,. M/\DI-: 
~ I "''""'" I »lN- ASS'I'. l!MlER 
OJEH- -r Qlll::.S'l' ION AND llF.Sll(JNSl-:S t:XEMl'I .. :><1-:M1•1 FAC. rnH. mn. Hl:Hllt-:1 12 P.f>. 12 f,f) • ·---- ·----- -·-·-- --
1:> • no yon fod t ht~ t ra i n i 11<J •1ou have 
rcceiVt!<i in the Pl\'I' proqram hdps nuke I 
you a nure valuable U1l)loyce7 (1.21) (1.13) (1.27) ( I • SO) ( 1 • 50 )( I • 45) ( l . 07) ( 1. 26) (1.14) 
( I . 21 ) ( t • 20 l 
. !)(~finitely 't{!S 47.8 411.<) 52.8 ·10.0 61.9 65.0 3•}. 5 48.2 46.2 41. 1 48.0 
s,.-.wJwhat 34.3 40.4 29.7 I l.1 2'J .8 22. 5 311.U 36.7 32.6 4 '1. 7 32.9 
IJn, focidL'(l 9.4 I). 6 9.) 1).3 4. II 5. () 11.0 8.0 11 .o 6.6 10. 1 
Pruhahly n11L 8. 1 '). 1 ·,. 4 ).) ) . (, ·,. '> 10. 1 6. ti 9.H ~ .. i 8.8 
Definilel y not 0. ,1 0.0 0.7 o.o o. o I 0.0 Cl. 6 o. 4 0.4 I. l (). l 
1). no you fot~l the llml! S(lent in Pl\'l' 
meetin<Js is nr1de up tor hy increased I I 
effect i veneHs (Al your joh7 (.08) (. 611) ( 1 .04 l , 1.0., l, 1.112 H 1 .o~n (.Ill) (.90) ( • 8(,) ( .110 ) ( • II'.) ) . Def i ni t.e 1 y Y(!g 30.5 11L4 )8.6 H.5 )4. ~ 35.0 27. 5 2u.8 30.9 21. 1 3 I . 1 
-.....J . Probably yt?S 41. 5 4'i.4 38.6 41.4 40.5 42.5 42.6 44.4 39.9 51. 3 39.8 
0 . Not sure 16.4 20.9 13. 1 17 .2 17. 9 15.0 16. 1 16.0 16.7 17. I 16.5 
. Probably rot 9.3 12.2 7. 1 6.9 7.1 s.o 10.8 9.2 9.4 7.9 9.9 . Definitely not 2.4 2.11 2.6 0.0 0.0 2.5 ). 1 1.6 3.0 2.6 2.) 
14. As a result of participating in a PA'r, 
has t-J,ern reen a change in your att i tucl1 I I 
towardG your follow te31n rrembers? (. 95) (.%) (. 95) (1.00)(1.01)(1.05) (. 91) (. 96) (. 9)) ( • '11 ) (. 95) 
F'e«•l nuch doser 21.3 21. l 21.) 20.7 23.B 22.5 20.1 20.3 22.2 10.4 21.4 
. Feel snn•.'\.o.•,at c]oser 54.2 54.8 5).7 58.6 56.0 60.0 52.2 56.2 50.'J 54.0 54.4 
Essenti<1lly rn> dtanqe in atlit.u,1e 23.2 22.8 2).5 20.7 17 .9 17. 5 2b.4 22.7 25.2 27.6 22.7 
Feel sane less clos<!c" 1. 1 o . ., 1. 5 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.9 0.0 1. J 0.0 1.) 
. r~~el nuch Je:;i, closer ll. 2 II.') 0.0 0. fl () .0 0.0 O.l 0 .o 0.4 (). () 0.) 
1 'i. no you foel yo11r s11ptffvisor support:J 
< 1. 601l, 1. ~.,·, < 1. 53, < 1. rn your involvement in tl1e PA'l' pr<><Jram't' (1.43) ( 1. 54) ( 1. )5) ( 1. 40) (1.45) ( I. ]i)( 1.44) 
. l)e tin i tel y 'y\!S 64. 1 (,<). 2 60.) f,6. ·, 67.9 65.0 61.2 61.6 64.] (10.5 61.9 
Pr<>bably ves 21. 7 19.7 23.2 26.7 21.4 25.0 22.5 2 ).2 21.0 26.l 21. 7 
Neutral tf:d in<JS IL8 7. 1 10. 1 6.7 7. 1 7.5 9.5 10.0 7.2 5.1 9.1 
1'robr1lil y not 4.1 4.0 4.1 0.0 .l. 6 2.5 4.9 4.0 4.1 5. ' 4.0 
. [lt!f irii Lei y not 1.) (I. ll 2. l (). 0 n .11 0. () l . 'J 1.2 1. l 2 .f, 1.0 
---- -~---- ··-·------------- ---- ·-- ----
....... 
...... 
QlJES"r!ON Jll,I) RRSPONSI-:'> 
16. Comilderl nq all fact ore lnvo1veci, do 
you feel the PAT activity is 
~rthwhlle? 
• definitely yes 
• probably yes 
• neutral feelings 
• probably not 
• definitely not 
17. Below are a variety of reasons \otly 
people are involved in P.A.T.'s and you 
may wmt to lWid others. Please rank 
your most inp>rtant reason for 
partlcipation. 
. O[t>Ortunity to <X>l'\tribute my thoughts 
to inprove work envlronnent/eolve 
local problems. 
. Greater q:,portunlty to be creative at 
work. . Potential PAT awards. . Self developnent and growth. . Greater opportunity for recognition 
of '41at I can contribute. 
. To learn nnre about nethods/techniq. . To inter-relate nore with others . Other 
RF.sPONSES 'fO P.A.T. QJES'flOffi'IAIHE 
OEX::l·NBlm, 1985 
I OISl1UfllTrHfl 
l-1'1Pr iwrms HOI.F. IN P .A.1'. 
NON- ASS'r. 
OVPJWJ FJ<f:MPI EXJ-MP'l J·'AC. lf>H. wn. MEMJU-:1 
( 1. 53) (1.47) ( I • 58) ( 1 • 70 ) ( I • 611 ) ( 1 • 50 ) (1.47) 
66.2 60.1 70.6 76.7 73.8 67.5 62.4 
24.0 29.) 20. 1 16.7 21.4 22.5 26.0 
7.5 8.6 6.7 6.7 3.6 5.0 9.2 
1.3 1.0 1.5 0.0 1.2 2.5 1.2 
1.1 1.0 1. 1 0.0 o.o 2.5 1.2 
51.6 46.0 56.1 16.7 54.4 50.0 54.6 
4.4 4.3 4.4 6.7 5. 1 0.0 4.3 
3.9 1.6 5.7 0.0 1.3 0.0 6.4 
19.9 22.7 17.5 60.0 21.5 27.8 13.8 
3.6 4.l 3. 1 10.0 5.1 5.6 2. I 
5.ll 6.0 5.7 0.0 2.5 2.8 7.5 
8.0 10.8 5.7 3.3 10.1 11.1 7.8 
2.9 4.3 1.8 3.3 0.0 2.8 3.6 
-
'fIMI-; IN P.A.'I l'ut·:S. MADI-: -T Ul-UP.R CJIJlm 12 H:>. 12 H'). r-K> n:!i ----- --·. 
( I. 58) (1.41) ( 1.411)( I .'>31 
68.9 62.7 64.5 65.6 
23.1 25.4 23.7 24.6 
6.4 8.9 9.2 7.5 
0.4 2. 1 0.0 I. 5 
1.2 0.9 2.6 0.8 
50.9 52.2 50.2 50.6 
4.5 3.9 3.0 4.6 
3.6 5.3 6.0 4.0 
20.5 19.) 11.4 20.'> 
J. 1 3.9 4. '> 3.4 
7. I 3.9 6.0 5.7 
7.6 8.1 (;. 0 8.5 
2.7 2.9 3.0 2.8 
....... 
N 
QIIE!:•r (OH ANO RESPONSt-:s 
IR. If the P/\'l' proct~:iS \olere qoinq to,~ 
cluUl':J<."'l: w,ich of U1c areas in questio, 
1"/ ithove WOii 1 d you d\angc 7 
• 0Jt>0rt:11nity to oontrihute my lhoucJhb 
to improve work euvironment/solve 
local problems. 
Grci.Jlt~r q 1por tuni ty to he er eat i ve al 
work. 
• Potentid l Pl\1' awards. 
• Self clevelo11nent a~t qrowth. 
• Greater O(lportun i ty for reC()(JO it ion 
of w-1at I can oontrihute. 
• To learn nore about irethods/techniq. 
• To inter-relate norc with others 
• Otl1er 
None 
whal ar ei\!i ~ml d you tit! I in i tc 1 y not 
chan11e? 
. Opportm1ity to oontribut~ my thought! 
to improve W<'.:>rk enviromienl/i!olve 
Jocdl problems. 
• Greater opportunity lo Lie creat ivc al 
work. 
• Potential PAT awards. 
Self dt~veloJ•tk..•nt and 'Jrowt:h. 
Gre..ilf~r opport:1v1ity for rec0<J11it ion 
of \ollal J can <D11tribute. 
1'0 learn ,mre about rrethodn/techniq. 
'l'O inter-relate irore with others 
ou,er 
Overa 11 v~ i·Jhl 1~d Avera<J0s 
RESPONSES ·ro P.A.T. (JJ~Sl'IONNAllm 
OECD'1BER, El85 
II % IHS'l'IHntrr(ON 
H,tPI 1w1ms -------NON-
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